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Abstract 

Students learning to read in more than one language, or emerging biliterates, are 

becoming increasingly common in schools.  Early screening and identification of reading 

difficulties may lead to better outcomes for emerging biliterates as well as monolingual English 

students.  Oral reading fluency (ORF) is one tool shown to be both a reliable measure of reading 

and an accurate method of identification of students at risk for poor reading outcomes.  This 

project sought to build validity evidence for the use of ORF as a screening tool with emerging 

biliterates.  Study one, a systematic review of literature, sought to synthesize available validity 

evidence for ORF with emerging biliterates.  Studies were included that were empirical 

investigations about the use of ORF with emerging biliterate students in grades K through 8.  All 

included studies (n = 25) were conducted with English language learners.  Results suggested that 

although ORF is correlated with reading outcomes, the accuracy of ORF to identify emerging 

biliterates at risk of poor reading outcomes did not meet criteria.  The strength of validity 

evidence differed by language proficiency of participants.  Finally, there were substantial flaws in 

the quality of the reviewed studies.  Study two, an empirical study at a German immersion school, 

sought to evaluate the use of ORF as a reading screening tool across German and English for 

students in third (n = 60), fourth (n = 60), and fifth grade (n = 42).  Students were given ORF in 

English and German in winter, and a German proficiency and English reading exam in the spring.  

ORF in English, the first language of participants, was a good measure of reading and an accurate 

screening tool when predicting English and German outcome measures. English ORF 

outperformed German ORF as a predictor in all instances.   Overall, results of the present studies 

suggest that though ORF has promise as a screening tool, more evidence is needed before it can 

be considered a valid, accurate screening tool for emerging biliterates.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

Response to intervention (RtI) is a framework that is predicated on data-based 

decision making and tiered systems of reading support for students, classrooms, and 

schools (Fuchs, Mock, Morgan, & Young, 2003; Fuchs & Young, 2012). This framework 

was designed as a prevention and early intervention model to improve the reading 

outcomes of all children. RtI is at least partially adopted in an estimated 48% of districts 

nationwide, and over 90% of these districts adopted RtI for reading (Spectrum K12, 

2010). Preliminary outcomes suggest that RtI has resulted in decreases in referrals to 

special education as well as decreases in disproportionality (VanDerHeyden, Witt, & 

Gilbertson, 2007).  

A central aspect of RtI is that school personnel can identify students struggling 

with reading at the start of the academic year and provide appropriate reading 

instructional interventions. Universal screening, or assessment of all students on selected 

skills (Jenkins, Hudson, & Johnson, 2007), is administered to identify those students who 

are at-risk for reading difficulties.  Oral reading fluency (ORF) is a brief and easy 

universal screening tool that has a plethora of empirical support for this purpose (Fuchs, 

2004; Kilgus et al., 2014). However, with increasing numbers of English language 

learners (National Center for Education Statistics; NCES, 2016) and dual language 

programs (Center for Applied Linguistics; CAL, 2011), it is necessary to evaluate the 

extent to which ORF retains its properties as a valid reading screening tool for 

linguistically diverse populations (Hosp, Hosp, & Dole, 2011).  Therefore, the purpose of 

this project is to first synthesize available validity evidence about the use of ORF as a 

reading screening tool with any students who are learning to read in more than one 
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language.  Next, the project uses results of the synthesis to inform and conduct an 

empirical study that seeks to gather validity evidence about the use of ORF as a screening 

tool with students in an immersion setting, one subpopulation of students learning to read 

in more than one language. 

Universal Screening of Reading 

Universal screening consists of measuring student performance on selected skills 

to identify students who are at risk for not meeting standards (Jenkins, Hudson, & 

Johnson, 2007).  That is, universal screening results identify those students not 

responding to the instruction they have been provided, so educators may adjust 

instruction or intervention to meet the needs of those students (Kilgus et al., 2014).  

Within the RtI framework this is a key point in accurate resource allocation (Jenkins et 

al., 2007). 

One of the most important steps in universal screening is assessment selection. 

Ideal screening measures are efficient, to allow the feasible assessment of the whole 

student population (Deno, 1985; Jenkins et al., 2007).  Screening measures must also be 

valid. Validation requires evidence to suggest that the inferences examiners make are 

accurate for the proposed interpretations and uses (Kane, 2013).  An inference can be 

conceptualized as a leap in reasoning based on validity evidence. In the context of 

universal screening, criterion-related validity evidence is necessary to guarantee the 

interpretation inference that a reading screening tool truly measures reading skill (Kilgus 

et al., 2014).  However, diagnostic accuracy evidence is also necessary to support the use 

inference that a measure can accurately classify or diagnose students at risk (Kilgus et al., 

2014).  Finally, validity evidence to support the use of an assessment with a specific 
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population is also necessary (AERA, 2014).  That is, validity evidence must be gathered 

with a population representative of the intended population for the assessment.   

There are many types of reading assessments that might be used for universal 

screening.  Informal inventories require students to read aloud and answer comprehension 

questions while the examiner rates students’ performance (Parker et al., 2014). 

Computer-adaptive tests require students to answer a variety of questions within a 

software system. Results are usually reported in some type of standardized, norm-

referenced score, across reading domains (cf. MAP by NWEA, 2013; aReading by TJCC, 

2014; Clemens et al., 2015). Maze requires students to silently read a passage and select 

the correct missing word every seventh word (Graney et al., 2007).  Word identification 

(Word ID) tasks require students to read word lists aloud while the examiner counts the 

number of words read correctly per minute (Deno, Mirkin, & Chiang, 1982).  

ORF may be the most well-researched of these assessments, meeting the desirable 

screening assessment criteria of efficiency and validity (Deno, 1985; Jenkins et al., 2007). 

ORF requires a student to read a passage aloud as an examiner counts the words read 

correctly per minute.  Therefore, in comparison to informal inventories, ORF is relatively 

efficient to administer. The use of ORF as a screener in reading is also supported by a 

larger body of criterion-related validity evidence (cf. Reschly et al., 2009) than other 

potential screening tools such as maze (Graney et al., 2007; Jenkins et al., 2007; Wayman 

et al., 2007) or computer adaptive tests (Clemens et al., 2015).  For example, the number 

of words read aloud in one minute correlates both with standardized, norm-referenced 

tests of reading achievement as well as state accountability tests (Reschly et al., 2009; 

Wayman et al., 2007; Yeo, 2010), which suggests that ORF is truly a measure of reading.  
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Furthermore, there is some evidence to support the use of ORF to accurately classify or 

diagnose students at risk for not meeting reading standards (Kilgus et al., 2014), in 

contrast to other potential reading screening assessments such as informal inventories 

(Parker et al., 2014).   

Despite the promise of ORF as an efficient and valid screening tool for English-

speaking students, validity evidence must be gathered with a population representative of 

the intended population for the assessment.  Validity evidence is sparse for students from 

diverse linguistic backgrounds (Sandberg & Reschly, 2011).  

Bilingual populations. Bilinguals can be defined as individuals with sufficient 

language proficiency in more than one language, to “…function in a situation that is 

defined by specific cognitive and linguistic demands, to a level of performance indicated 

by either objective criteria or normative standards” (Bialystok, 2001, p. 18).  This flexible 

definition includes English language learners (ELLs) in the United States, who speak a 

minority language at home, such as Spanish or Mandarin.  This definition also includes 

majority language speakers learning a second language at school, such as English-

speaking students in a Spanish immersion program.  

Bilinguals can be described in relation to their first language (L1), their second 

language (L2), and their proficiency in each of those languages.  Language proficiency 

can be used to specify different types or sub-populations of bilinguals.  For example, 

ELLs may be further categorized as having “beginner” or “intermediate” English 

proficiency based on proficiency ratings or assessments (cf. Vanderwood, Tung & 

Checca, 2014). 
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Of particular interest in the present project is a population of school-age bilinguals 

learning to read in more than one language.  These emerging biliterates display some 

level of language proficiency across more than one language and are simultaneously 

building reading skills in one or both language.  Theories of biliteracy suggest that 

language proficiency and literacy skills across both languages, as well as similarity of 

languages learned, explain variability in reading skills for emerging biliterates 

(Bernhardt, 2005).   

By far the largest group of bilinguals who are also emerging biliterates in K-12 

public education is English language learners (ELLs). The percentage of k-12 students in 

the United States who are ELLs has steadily increased, from about 8.8 percent of students 

in the 2003-2004 school year (or 4.2 million) to about 9.3 percent of students in the 2013-

2014 school year (or 4.5 million; NCES, 2016). The 9.3 percent of students who are 

ELLs have varying English proficiency, first-language proficiency, and varied overlap 

between their first language and English. Therefore, at least 9.3 percent of students in 

schools require screening measures validated for use with these sub-populations of ELLs.  

Evidence for the interpretation and use of ORF as a reading screening tool for the 

special population of ELLs is limited.  A recent summary of ORF evidence with ELLs 

cited only nine studies, and these studies found mixed results (Sandberg & Reschly, 

2011).  For example, it is unclear whether ORF in English correlates as strongly to broad 

reading outcomes for ELLs, particularly as language proficiency is not often accounted 

for (Baker & Good, 1995). Furthermore, there is little evidence to support the use of ORF 

as a tool that accurately identifies ELLs at-risk in reading (Hosp, Hosp, & Dole, 2011; 

Sandberg & Reschly, 2011). 
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ELLs are but one group of emerging biliterates in United States schools.  A 

growing group of English-speaking students is attending immersion programs, where the 

goal of instruction is to build language proficiency and literacy in both English as well as 

a second language.  The United States has seen an increasing number of immersion 

programs, from approximately 250 programs nationwide in 2003 (CAL, 2011) to nearly 

2000 programs nationwide in 2011 (T. Fortune, personal communication, January 2, 

2018).  This group of emerging biliterates also varies in language proficiency and 

language similarity.  There are no known studies that investigate the use of ORF as a 

screening tool with any students in immersion programs. 

To summarize, ELLs and other populations of bilingual students are part of 

growing numbers of emerging biliterates in our public schools.  Universal screening tools 

allow for more efficient and accurate resource allocation (Jenkins et al., 2007).  Because 

validity evidence must be gathered with representative populations, validity evidence 

must be built for the use of reading screening tools such as ORF for emerging biliterates 

(García, McKoon, & August, 2006).   

Purpose 

Although there is considerable empirical support for using ORF to accurately 

identify English-only students at-risk for reading difficulties, it is unclear to what extent 

ORF has been validated for use with emerging biliterates. Given the increase of emerging 

biliterate students in schools, it is necessary to understand the functioning of ORF as a 

universal screening tool with these different populations of students.  This project 

addresses the gap in knowledge via two methods: systematic synthesis of evidence and 

empirical investigation.  
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The first study summarizes research on the use of ORF to screen emerging 

biliterates. All available evidence to date has been gathered with English Language 

Learners.  This study seeks to answer the following research questions: What is the 

relationship between ORF scores and reading comprehension measures for emerging 

biliterates? What is the relationship between ORF scores and other reading outcome 

measures for emerging biliterates? Finally, to what degree does evidence support the use 

of ORF as a tool to accurately identify emerging biliterates at-risk for poor reading 

outcomes?  

The second study incorporates results of the synthesis to inform an empirical 

investigation with a different, unexplored population of emerging biliterates: English-

speaking students learning German in an immersion school.  Study two evaluates the 

criterion-related validity evidence and the diagnostic accuracy validity evidence of ORF 

screening within and across languages in an immersion school.  The study seeks to 

answer the following research questions: To what extent is measurement of ORF in 

English and German predictive of English reading success as measured by a state reading 

assessment? Do the predictive properties of German and English ORF change across 

grades three to five?  To what extent does German language proficiency mediate the 

relationship between German ORF and reading success and the relationship between 

English ORF and reading success?  Finally, this study seeks to evaluate the ability of 

German and English ORF to accurately identify students who are at risk in reading.  

Specifically, how accurately can either German ORF, English ORF, or a combination of 

the two predict which students will not meet proficiency on the state reading assessment? 
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 CHAPTER 2: Study One 

 Over the past several decades educators have implemented frequent, systematic 

data gathering to improve the quality of decisions made about student progress.  A 

variety of measurement tools was developed to support data-based decision-making 

processes.  Curriculum-based measurement (CBM) is one such tool.  CBM can inform 

several different educational decisions including (a) determining students’ risk for 

academic difficulties; (b) monitoring student progress, and (c) informing educational 

practices (Fuchs, 2004). In recent years the value of CBM oral reading fluency (ORF) as 

a universal screener in reading, to systematically measure all students’ reading, has been 

widely supported with empirical evidence (Kilgus et al., 2014; Reschly et al., 2009). 

However, it is unclear to what extent ORF can be used for students learning to read in 

two languages (emerging biliterates), including English Language learners (ELLs). This 

is an important consideration given that the percentage of bilinguals in schools in the 

United States has increased from 8.8 to 9.3 (NCES, 2016). If CBM ORF is going to 

continue to serve as a critical screening tool to determine students’ risk for reading 

difficulties, it is necessary to consider the validity of this tool for use with bilingual 

students, particularly emerging biliterates: those students learning to read in two or more 

languages (AERA, 2014; Kane, 2013).   

Curriculum Based Measurement of Reading (CBM-R) 

Curriculum-based measurement (CBM) is a type of assessment tool designed to 

closely align with students’ curriculum.  It was originally developed to measure the 

progress of students receiving special education services (Deno, 1985). CBM was 

developed from behavioral and idiographic frameworks (Deno, 1990).  That is, student 
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skill was measured by counting observable behaviors, and student progress was evaluated 

by comparing those counts over time within each student. For example, to administer a 

CBM-R oral reading fluency (ORF) probe, an examiner listens to a student read aloud for 

one minute. The examiner notes the number of words read correctly per minute (WCPM) 

by the student.  This is in stark contrast to the evaluation of students’ performance on 

standardized, published norm-referenced achievement tests.  These tests were not 

sufficiently sensitive to determine whether students had made progress over a short 

period of time and were therefore not useful in immediate evaluation of the efficacy of 

specialized instruction (Deno, 1990). Although CBM encompasses multiple academic 

domains, by far the most researched CBM measure is CBM of reading (CBM-R; Kilgus 

et al., 2014; Wayman et al., 2007). 

Initially, oral reading fluency probes were created from texts in the student’s 

curriculum, to measure what a student could produce in texts aligned with daily 

instruction (Deno, 2003). When conceptualized as a behavioral measure, psychometric 

properties of CBM-R were not a focus. Rather, the intra-individual, idiographic 

comparisons drove decision making.  Over time, standardized, leveled probe sets were 

developed by a variety of publishers to increase standardization of the measurement (cf. 

DIBELS by Good & Kaminski, 2011; FAST by TJCC, 2014; AIMSweb by Pearson, 

2012).  This shift from a behavioral measure to a psychometrically developed assessment 

parallels the shift in common uses of CBM-R ORF from a progress monitoring tool for 

individual students to a universal screening tool (Christ, Van Norman, & Nelson, 2016).  

This screening use requires normative comparisons outside of an idiographic framework.  
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Therefore, the psychometric properties become essential to build validity evidence, or 

empirical support for CBM-R ORF’s interpretations and uses (Kane, 2013).   

ORF validity evidence. Historically, validity evidence for CBM has been divided 

into three stages: (a) evidence related to the static score or level, (b) evidence related to 

the slope or trend, and (c) evidence related to instructional utility (Fuchs, 2004).  Careful 

reading of this organizational system reveals that these three levels sought to validate the 

use of CBM-R ORF as a progress monitoring measure. The present project seeks to 

evaluate CBM-R ORF as a screening measure for a special population of students.  

Therefore, required validity evidence includes (a) criterion-related validity evidence to 

ensure the interpretation that CBM-R ORF truly measures reading skill, and (b) 

diagnostic validity evidence to support the use of CBM-R ORF to classify or diagnose 

students at risk (Kilgus et al., 2014). Since there is a large volume of research on CBM-R 

ORF, there have been multiple qualitative and quantitative summaries of the validity 

evidence supporting the use of CBM-R ORF.  Results of these syntheses, as well as some 

more recent studies, are summarized below by type of validity evidence.   

ORF criterion validity evidence.  Initially, criterion validity evidence was built 

through correlations between ORF performance and standardized, nationally norm-

referenced measures of reading. As interest in state accountability measures increased, 

ORF was correlated to end-of-year, state accountability tests as well (Reschly et al., 

2009).  Meta-analysis found moderate-to-large correlation (r = .67) between ORF WCPM 

scores and reading proficiency measures as a whole (Reschly et al., 2009).  Higher 

correlations were found between individually administered reading tests (r = .83) than 

group administered reading tests (r = .71; Reschly et al., 2009).  Based on meta-analytic 
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results, researchers concluded that criterion validity met standards only if ORF and the 

outcome measure were given within the same academic year (Reschly et al., 2009; Yeo, 

2010). Correlations between ORF WCPM scores and state accountability tests were also 

found to be moderate-to-large (r = .65; r = .69) across two separate meta-analyses 

(Reschly et al., 2009; Yeo, 2010).  Researchers provided two hypotheses to explain the 

lower correlations between ORF and state accountability tests: (a) state accountability 

tests have lower quality of development than norm-referenced reading measures, and (b) 

state accountability tests align with specific state standards rather than broad reading 

achievement (Reschly et al., 2009; Yeo, 2010).   

One long-standing concern in the validity of ORF as a screening tool is its ability 

to predict reading comprehension as well as decoding and fluency (Deno, 2003; Reschly 

et al., 2009; Wayman et al., 2007). In other words, educators are often concerned that 

ORF lacks validity to predict general reading outcomes, such as vocabulary and 

comprehension (Deno, 2003).  Educators may describe students as fluent readers, but 

poor comprehenders; these students are also known as word callers (Hamilton & Shinn, 

2003; Meisinger et al., 2009; 2010). To that end, several reviews have compiled evidence 

addressing this issue.   

Numerous studies, synthesized qualitatively and quantitatively, determined that 

ORF scores have large, positive correlations with standardized, norm referenced reading 

achievement tests as well as other comprehension measures like CBM maze (Deno, 2003; 

Fuchs, 2004; Reschly et al., 2009; Wayman et al., 2007).  This relationship between ORF 

and comprehension holds true even when speed of processing is used as a control 

variable (Kranzler, Brownell, & Miller, 1998).  ORF scores were also found to correlate 
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with measures of vocabulary and decoding, supporting the use of ORF as a measure of 

general reading skill (Reschly et al., 2009). 

It is important to note that the relationship between ORF and general reading 

outcomes may change across grades.  Wayman and colleagues (2007) summarized a 

study that found similar correlations of ORF and measures of comprehension across 

grades, of .82, .88, and .82 in grades two, three, and four respectively (Hosp & Fuchs, 

2005), as well as a study that suggested different relationships among measures across 

third and fifth grades (Shinn et al., 1992).  A cross-sectional study with a large sample 

size (n=5,472) found decreasing correlations of ORF and state reading test scores across 

grades three, five, and eight (Silberglitt et al., 2006).  At least one study (Denton et al., 

2011) has found weaker correlations between ORF scores and state accountability 

reading comprehension test in grades six, seven, and eight than reported in previous 

studies for earlier grades (cf. Reschly et al., 2009).  Oral reading fluency was found to 

have a different predictive relationship with comprehension across grades four through 

eight (Yovanoff et al., 2005).  When comparing ORF scores to state achievement tests, a 

multi-level analysis of studies across grades one through eight suggested that the 

relationship may be moderated by grade level (Yeo, 2010). Although there is evidence to 

suggest that fluency remains an important part of reading, the nature and strength of this 

relationship likely changes across grades, particularly as students enter middle school 

around sixth grade (Denton et al., 2011; Silberglitt et al., 2006; Yovanoff et al., 2005). 

Furthermore, there is very little evidence available pertaining to students in grades nine 

through twelve.   
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To summarize, ORF has been shown to be a robust indicator of reading 

performance for monolingual students, as measured by ORF scores’ relationship to 

standardized, norm-referenced reading assessments and state accountability tests in 

reading.  There remains some uncertainty about the stability or consistency of this 

relationship across higher grades. The three most comprehensive reviews of ORF 

criterion-related validity evidence included an average of 40 studies each (Reschly et al., 

2009; Wayman et al., 2007; Yeo, 2010).  Despite the large number of included studies, 

only three studies with ELLs (and none with other bilingual student populations) were 

included across all three syntheses (Baker & Good, 1995; Graves et al., 2005; Wiley & 

Deno, 2005). Even a review focused solely on the use of ORF with ELLs included only 

nine studies (Sandberg & Reschly, 2011). Furthermore, results were mixed about the 

strength of the relationship between ORF and any outcome measure for this population of 

students. For example, two studies cited in the synthesis by Wayman and colleagues 

(2007) suggested moderate to strong criterion-related validity for ELLs (Baker & Good, 

1995; Wiley & Deno, 2005).  Yet a multi-level analysis of the relationship between ORF 

scores and state achievement tests suggested that the strength of the validity coefficients 

is negatively affected by a greater proportion of ELLs in the sample (Yeo, 2010).  This 

gap in the literature presents a severe limitation for the utility of ORF as a universal 

screener, particularly since validity evidence must be developed with a sample of 

students that is representative of the population to be assessed (AERA). 

ORF diagnostic accuracy validity evidence. Diagnostic accuracy is an 

instrument’s ability to correctly identify or diagnose a subpopulation of interest (Swets, 

Dawes, & Monahan, 2000). An instrument must be able to (a) predict or identify those at 
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risk (sensitivity), as well as (b) correctly predict or identify those not at risk (specificity).  

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of diagnostic accuracy.  There are several values 

calculated in diagnostic accuracy analyses.  Sensitivity (SE) is the proportion of students 

who failed the outcome measure (true positive + false negative) who were correctly 

identified by the screening measure (true positive). Specificity (SP) is the proportion of 

students who passed the outcome measure (false positive + true negative) who were 

correctly identified by the screening measure (true negative). Ideally for educational 

decisions, SE and SP are balanced, with SE values about .8 and SP values above .7 

(Kilgus et al., 2014; Silberglitt & Hintze, 2005; Swets, Dawes, & Monahan, 2000).  This 

allows educators to be confident that they are neither over- nor under-identifying 

individuals with a screening tool.  Two other important values can be calculated related 

to diagnostic accuracy: positive predictive power (PPP) and negative predictive power 

(NPP).  PPP represents the proportion of students identified as at-risk on the screening 

measure (true positive + false positive) who actually failed the outcome measure (true 

positive).  NPP represents the proportion of students who were identified as not at risk on 

the screening measure (false negative + true negative) who actually passed the outcome 

measure (true negative).  Finally, there is overall accuracy of the measure. This is 

frequently calculated via Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) analyses and is often referred 

to as Area Under the Curve (AUC).   
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Figure 1. Illustration of diagnostic accuracy, comparing a screening measure’s results to 
the results of the outcome measure of interest. 

To use ORF as a diagnostic screening measure, cut scores, or benchmarks, are 

developed. Students above a certain score are categorized as not at risk for our outcome 

of interest, and students below that score are categorized as at risk for our outcome of 

interest.  Published tools often provide these benchmarks for grade and season (e.g. 

second grade fall, third grade spring, etc.; Good & Kaminski, 2011). Educators base 

resource allocation decisions on these benchmarks.  For example, educators might 

provide an intervention to all students who are below benchmark, on the assumption that 

these students would otherwise not perform well on the outcome measure. 

To evaluate the validity evidence in support of ORF interpretation via diagnostic 

accuracy, Kilgus and colleagues (2014) conducted what they called a diagnostic test 

accuracy meta-analysis, or DTAM.  The researchers were interested in the quality of cut 

scores in ORF studies, whether cut scores varied across populations, and the overall 

diagnostic accuracy of ORF.  Results compiled from 34 studies with students in grades 1 

through 8 suggested that ORF can meet criteria for SE and SP as long as (a) screening 

tools and outcome measures are given within 12 months of each other, (b) local cut 

scores are developed, rather than generic publisher-provided cut scores based on national 
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samples. Unfortunately, no studies with bilingual students were included in the analysis 

by Kilgus and colleagues. 

Possible mechanisms of ORF.  A large body of evidence suggests that ORF 

correlates with comprehension and broad reading outcomes.  These correlations may 

change across time, or for special populations.  To better understand why ORF may 

function differently for different populations or ages of students, it is helpful to examine 

the possible mechanisms of ORF within reading theory. 

At first glance ORF is a simple measure.  However, students learning to read must 

have integrated several complex, hierarchical skills to successfully read with accuracy, 

prosody, and speed (Ehri, 2005; Fuchs, Fuchs, Hosp, & Jenkins, 2001; NRP, 2000).  

Students must first understand and be able to manipulate phonemes, the smallest sound-

units in a language.  Next, students must link those sounds to letters.  Then, students 

begin to sound out or decode words. As students build accuracy with decoding, reading 

speed increases. Finally, students achieve reading fluency, which incorporates accuracy, 

inflection or tone (prosody) and speed (NRP, 2000). 

One hypothesis of why ORF scores correlate well with reading relates to 

efficiency of cognitive functioning (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974).  When students are still 

developing decoding accuracy they direct cognitive resources, or attention, to reading 

each word.  Once accuracy is achieved, decoding or reading a word takes fewer cognitive 

resources.  Therefore, students have achieved automaticity with that skill; it can happen 

automatically, without direct attention.  Similarly, in the so-called “simple view of 

reading”, decoding x comprehension = reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986).  
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As some researchers have pointed out, the automaticity model erroneously 

assumes that reading comprehension only occurs once the mechanics or decoding are 

sufficiently automatized (Fuchs, Fuchs, Hosp, & Jenkins, 2001).  Evidence suggests that 

students use contextual clues, or using the meaning of text to help decode or read words, 

before they fully automatize decoding (Stanovich & Stanovich, 1995, as cited in Fuchs et 

al., 2001).  In fact, it is possible that students have semantic networks that are 

automatically activated as they read, with this process happening automatically for good 

readers and with conscious attention for poor readers (Fuchs et al., 2001).  In other 

words, good readers automatically use their knowledge of how words relate to each other 

in language for context, whereas poor readers use context clues with attention. As with 

the decoding automaticity theory (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974) and the simple view of 

reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986), we arrive at the same conclusion: good readers read 

faster, poor readers read slower.   

If automatic semantic network activation and the resultant comprehension is part 

of reading fluently, and ELLs have different comprehension in English than monolingual 

English students, then ORF WRCPM scores for ELLs may have a different relationship 

to comprehension measures or broad reading measures. Therefore, to better understand 

the functioning of ORF as a screening tool with biliterate students, it is necessary to 

explore some basic information about literacy acquisition in more than one language.  

Biliteracy 

The second language acquisition process can be a lengthy one.  According to a 

study conducted with English language learners receiving English support in California 

schools, it can take three to five years for a language learner to acquire basic 
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communication skills in face-to-face conversations, and five to seven years for a 

language learner to develop academic communication skills (Hakuta, Butler, & Witt, 

2000).   These two types of communication are often referred to as basic interpersonal 

communicative skills (BICS) and cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP; 

Cummins, 1980). However, it is important to note that language acquisition frameworks 

are not a replacement for biliteracy acquisition frameworks. Language proficiency is just 

one variable in a comprehensive model of second-language reading (Bernhardt, 2005; 

2011).  

Similar to monolingual literacy acquisition, students acquiring biliteracy must 

acquire multiple hierarchical skills at the word level and the text level in order to become 

accurate, fluent readers and comprehend text.  There is some evidence that the simple 

view of reading also applies to students learning to read in a second language (Erdos et 

al., 2010).  However, to paraphrase Grosjean (2010), a biliterate individual is not simply 

two literate individuals in one brain.  That is, literacy skills in one language are not 

independent of literacy skills in another language.  Consequently, theories of reading 

development in monolinguals may or may not transfer to the study of biliterate 

individuals (Bernhardt 2005; 2011), and the study of biliteracy acquisition involves more 

variables than the study of monolingual literacy acquisition. 

Variables relevant to biliteracy. One comprehensive model of biliteracy 

suggests that variability in reading comprehension in a second language can be described 

primarily by knowledge of the second language (approximately 30% of variability 

explained) and reading in the first language (approximately 14% of variability explained; 

Bernhardt, 2005).  These two broad areas of first language literacy and second language 
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knowledge include multiple variables important to the exploration of the development of 

biliteracy: second-language oral language skills, concepts of print, metalinguistic 

awareness, and cultural variables (Bernhardt 2005; 2011; Bialystok, 2007).   

Oral language. Oral language can be defined as spoken communication, 

including vocabulary, in a given language.  Oral language could be described as part of 

the comprehension piece of the simple view of reading.  As previously mentioned, 

bilinguals are rarely proficient at similar levels across languages.  Research on 

bilingualism suggests that bilinguals typically have lower oral vocabulary in both 

languages than monolinguals have in one (Bialystok, 2007). Yet the results of multiple 

studies suggest that oral language proficiency plays an important role in second-language 

reading proficiency.  For example, a study conducted with English-speaking and English-

French bilingual students in a French immersion program investigated whether oral 

language predicted variability in reading outcomes after taking into account phonemic 

awareness (Erdos et al., 2010).  Specifically, performance on a French vocabulary task 

given in Kindergarten was a significant predictor of French word decoding and reading 

comprehension in 1st grade.  In a follow-up longitudinal study, the Kindergarten French 

vocabulary task was still a significant predictor of word reading in French in third grade 

(Genesee, Savage, Erdos, & Haigh, 2013).  

Concepts of print. Concepts of print can be defined as an understanding of how 

written symbols are typically used to represent oral language. For example, in many 

languages print is read from the top left of a page toward the right, continuing down the 

page once the right side of one line of print is reached. In some languages phonemes, or 

sounds, are represented by symbols. In other languages symbols represent syllables or 
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words.  For English and other alphabetic languages, concepts of print include the link 

between letters and sounds.  In other words, concepts of print include the word-level, 

decoding portion of the simple view of reading.  There is some initial evidence that pre-

literate bilinguals have better knowledge of concepts of print than monolinguals 

(Bialystok, 2007).  Further research suggests that the similarity of written language across 

L1 and L2 can impact the extent to which literacy skills can transfer across languages 

(Bialystok, Luk, & Kwan, 2005; Koda, 2002; Koda, 2008).   

Metalinguistic awareness.  Metalinguistic awareness can be defined as thinking 

about the parts of language. This includes phonemic awareness, or awareness of the 

sounds in language. Phonemic awareness is a key skill in the acquisition of sound-symbol 

correspondence and eventual decoding.  Metalinguistic awareness also includes 

awareness of grammar and syntax, or awareness of the use of words to construct thoughts 

or statements.  In general, individuals exposed to more than one language have better 

metalinguistic awareness (Bialystok, 1988; 2007).   

Cultural variables. Finally, it is important to note that cultural similarities and 

differences can influence biliteracy (Bialystok, 2007). For example, stories or 

experiences that are different in the second language may affect accessibility of content 

and, therefore, comprehension for individuals. 

Cross-language transfer of literacy skills. A key issue to biliteracy development 

is the extent to which literacy skills in one language can transfer to a second or 

subsequent language.  A number of studies attempted to provide evidence in support of 

the consistent cross-language transfer of literacy skills.  For example, one seminal 

longitudinal study found not only that phonological awareness was strongly related to 
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reading achievement within French and within English for French immersion learners, 

but that phonological awareness across languages was associated with decoding in 

French (Comeau et al., 1999).  Results of a more recent study suggested that students’ 

phonological awareness in Spanish was predictive of later word ID, with similar 

correlations to Spanish and English word ID lists (Lindsey, Manis & Bailey 2003).   

Written language systems may play a role in cross-language transfer of literacy 

skills (Bialystok, Luk, & Kwan, 2005; Koda, 2002; Koda, 2008).  For example, multiple-

language learners did not transfer phonological awareness skills as readily from Chinese 

to English as they did from Spanish to English (Pasquarella et al., 2014).  The researchers 

hypothesized that different phonics and symbols interfered with cross-language transfer 

from Chinese to English. Whereas English uses an alphabetic system in which symbols 

represent phonemes, Chinese uses a logographic system in which symbols represent 

words or word parts (for a complete explanation, see Koda, 2002).  Furthermore, transfer 

may or may not require basic proficiency in a relatively similar first language before 

skills transfer to the second language (Koda, 2008), or basic proficiency in the second 

language before first-language skills can transfer (Lee & Schallert, 1997).  

There is evidence that students may benefit from transferring phonological skills 

from an orthographically shallow language into a more complex language.  

Orthographically shallow languages have clear and consistent phoneme-symbol 

correspondence, as well as consistent spelling patterns and rules.  Portuguese, Spanish, 

and German are relatively orthographically shallow languages.  In contrast, English is a 

more complex language, with irregular spelling patterns and rules.  A group of bilingual 

students (Portuguese/English) with learning disabilities outperformed monolingual 
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students (English) on pseudoword reading and spelling tasks (DaFountoura and Siegel, 

1995). Researchers hypothesized that cross-language transfer of literacy skills helped 

students perform in a more complex language.  

There is also some evidence that certain aspects of language might not transfer as 

readily.  For example, using factor analysis of longitudinal reading development of 

Turkish students learning Dutch, researchers found little relationship between 

grammatical or lexical skills across languages (Verhoeven, 1994). Phonological skills, 

however, did demonstrate strong cross-language relationships in these study results. 

Similarly, ELLs in the US demonstrated similar growth in decoding or word recognition 

to monolingual peers but fell significantly behind monolingual peers when vocabulary 

and comprehension were measured (Lesaux & Geva, 2006; Mancilla-Martinez & Lesaux, 

2011).  Results from a longitudinal study with French immersion students from 

Kindergarten through third grade indicated that phonological awareness in English 

correlated with future reading ability in French, but English vocabulary did not (Jared et 

al., 2011). There is some evidence that of a group of ELLs in elementary school, better 

readers utilized better reading comprehension strategies including self-monitoring, 

questioning, and making inferences (Durgunoglu, 2002).  However, evidence on the 

cross-language transfer of comprehension skills such as self-monitoring or metacognition 

is not as robust, particularly for younger students as compared to adult second-language 

readers (Bernhardt, 2011).  Therefore, it seems that phonological, word-level skills may 

transfer for young readers more readily than vocabulary or text-level skills.   

Although there is widespread agreement that literacy in a first language affects 

literacy in a second language (Bernhardt 2005, 2011; Comeau et al., 1999; Koda, 2008), 
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evidence on the transfer of literacy-related skills from one language to the next is more 

complex than Cummins’ interdependence hypothesis might suggest. More recent theories 

of dual-language reading acquisition suggest compensatory processes (Bernhardt, 2005; 

2011). That is, literacy skills in the first language serve to compensate for emerging skills 

in the second language, dependent on context and a large number of other variables 

(Bernhardt, 2005; Bialystok, 2007).  

ORF Validity Evidence and Biliteracy 

Despite the complexity of second-language literacy acquisition, some patterns 

emerge from the literature.  First, literacy in the first language consistently explains a 

large amount of variability in literacy in the second language (Bernhardt, 2005).  

Furthermore, for orthographically similar languages, phonemic awareness and decoding 

skills seem to transfer across languages (Bialystok, Luk, & Kwan, 2005; Comeau et al., 

1999; DaFountoura and Siegel, 1995; Lindsey, Manis & Bailey 2003).  Finally, 

vocabulary, syntax and semantic network activation, and the resulting comprehension 

may not as clearly transfer across languages (Jared et al., 2011; Lesaux & Geva, 2006; 

Mancilla-Martinez & Lesaux, 2011; Verhoeven, 1994). This evidence has implications 

for the use of ORF with bilingual and biliterate students.  For example, ORF in a 

student’s first language may be necessary to effectively predict reading performance in a 

second language. If a strong vocabulary base has not yet been constructed in English 

(L2), then ORF scores may not demonstrate the same relationship to reading outcome 

measures for ELLs as it does for fully English-proficient readers.   

In fact, there is some initial evidence in support of a different relationship 

between ORF and reading for ELLs: different numbers of word callers, or students who 
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can decode but not comprehend.  Researchers found a higher proportion of word callers 

in a third-grade population of ELLs when compared to monolingual students (Knight-

Teague, Vanderwood, & Knight, 2014).  In contrast, the number of word callers in the 

fifth-grade population of ELLs was similar to the number of monolingual word callers.  

In this cross-sectional study it is possible that the third-grade ELLs in this study had 

acquired less English than the fifth-grade ELLs.  The study sample is not sufficiently well 

described to know.  

 To summarize, biliterate students are in different stages of language acquisition 

and literacy acquisition within different languages and, as such, reflect multiple 

populations rather than one.  To build validity evidence for the interpretation and use of 

ORF as a screening tool, it is necessary to sufficiently describe biliterate populations, as 

well as demonstrate a strong relationship between ORF WCPM scores and reading 

outcomes for these populations. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to critically evaluate the validity of ORF as a 

screening tool for use with emerging biliterates.  Specifically, what is the relationship 

between ORF scores and reading comprehension measures for emerging biliterates? 

What is the relationship between ORF scores and other reading outcome measures for 

emerging biliterates? Finally, to what degree does evidence support the use of ORF as a 

tool to accurately identify emerging biliterates at-risk for poor reading outcomes?  
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Methods 

Selection of Studies 

This review focused on empirical, peer-reviewed studies, dissertations or 

technical reports published in English between 1980 and 2017.  Articles were selected via 

electronic data-base search, including EBSCO, PsycINFO, and Google Scholar. The data-

base search included dissertations as well as published articles. An ancestry search was 

used, through review of references of identified articles to target any other relevant 

studies.  Finally, a search for publisher technical reports or manuals was conducted on 

publisher websites (AIMSweb, DMG/DIBELS, FastBridge Learning, easyCBM) as well 

as the National Center on Response to Intervention website (www.rti4success.org). 

Figure 2 displays the search process in detail. 

 

Figure 2. Systematic search process overview. 

Inclusion Criteria 

Inclusion criteria narrowed the range of articles to only those that included 
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bilingual students in Kindergarten through eighth grade, as the mechanisms of Oral 

Reading Fluency may change in grades nine through twelve.  Studies were included only 

if the sample of bilingual students represented a separate population in final analyses and 

results.  CBM oral reading fluency probes must have been administered in the standard 

manner with words read correct per minute scores calculated (cf. Shinn, 1989), which 

included (a) only words read correct in connected text, not word lists, and (b) passages 

leveled or controlled for difficulty in some manner.  CBM ORF probes in any language 

were accepted. ORF scores must have been compared to some outcome measure to 

provide validity evidence.  A final 25 studies were included in the synthesis. 

Coding 

Articles were coded based on CBM ORF probe language, CBM ORF probe 

developer or publisher, criterion measure type (comprehension, broad reading, state 

accountability test) and language, and language proficiency measure.  Articles were also 

coded based on five different education types: (a) ELL support only, (b) developmental 

bilingual programs, in which language minority students learn in their first language as 

well as their second, (c) two-way immersion programs, where half of the student 

population speaks the minority language and half speaks the majority language, (d) 

heritage language immersion, such as students from indigenous cultures learning an 

endangered heritage language, and (e) foreign language immersion, in which students of 

a majority language are immersed in a foreign language, (Christian, 2011; Howard et al., 

2007). Articles were also coded on characteristics of bilingual participants (first and 

second languages spoken, similarity of languages spoken, measure of proficiency in 

languages spoken, time of exposure to languages spoken).  Finally, articles were coded 
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based on the type of validity evidence they provide: correlational or diagnostic.  Studies 

that provided a correlation between ORF and an outcome measure, or provided 

regression models to determine a correlation, were coded as correlational/interpretation 

evidence.  Studies that provided the results of a diagnostic accuracy analysis (ROC or 

cross-tabulated accuracy) were coded as diagnostic/use evidence.  

Table 1.  

Rubric for quality indicators rating. 

Quality Indicator 1 – Not met 2 – Partially met 3 - Met 
Q1: Description of 
participants 

Registration forms or 
other district-wide 
method for ID of ELLs 
used.  

Language background 
of participants 
partially described, 
such as estimate of 
sample language 
proficiency 

Participant language 
background individually 
assessed and reported. 
Languages spoken 
provided, proficiency in 
both languages measured 

Q2: Description of 
dual-language 
instruction 

Language instruction 
not specified, or 
described only as “ELL 
services” 

Language instruction 
described with some 
time estimate (e.g. 
pull-out ELL services 
twice per week) 

Language instruction 
described, with content of 
instruction and time 
provided (e.g. ELL 
services twice per week for 
20 minutes each, focused 
on unknown vocabulary 
words from classroom 

Q3: Description of 
criterion measure 

Outcome measure 
poorly described 

Some information 
provided, such as 
either reliability or 
validity 

Validity evidence and 
other psychometric 
properties of the outcome 
measure provided, measure 
clearly aligns with research 
questions 

Q4: Sample size and 
sampling strategy 

No power analysis 
conducted, 
convenience sampling 

Some attempt to 
sample randomly or 
address 
representativeness, 
appropriate sample 
size 

Power analysis conducted 
before analysis, random 
sampling or sampling 
carefully controlled 

Q5: Assumptions of 
analysis discussed and 
addressed 

Assumptions neither 
discussed nor 
addressed 

Assumptions 
mentioned but not 
fully addressed 

Assumptions discussed and 
addressed 

Q6: Descriptive 
statistics provided for 
each relevant variable 

None Some All 

To capture the quality of the literature, articles were also coded based on six 

indicators (Gersten et al., 2005; Jitendra, Burgess, & Gajria, 2011; Talbott, Maggin, 
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VanAcker, & Kumm, 2017).  The quality indicators are presented in Table 1.  Quality 

indicator one (Q1) considers whether authors sufficiently described the participants, 

including participant language proficiency and languages spoken.  Quality indicator two 

(Q2) rates the extent to which authors described the type of instruction received by 

participants.  The third quality indicator (Q3) rates authors on whether outcome or 

criterion measures were sufficiently described.  Quality indicator four (Q4) addresses 

whether authors considered sample size and sampling issues, and quality indicator five 

(Q5) reviews whether statistical analysis assumptions were considered.  Finally, quality 

indicator six (Q6) addresses whether authors sufficiently describe included variables with 

descriptive statistics.   

Data Analysis 

First, numbers of studies in each category within all coded variables were 

calculated. Then, key results were organized in a table (Appendix A).  Information was 

synthesized by measures used, participants, and types of validity evidence.  Finally, 

quality indicators were aggregated for all studies. 

Interrater reliability.  A graduate student trained in research methodology coded 

approximately 20% (n=6) of the 25 included studies.  After training on the rubric and 

definition of variables and quality indicators, agreement was 100% on all but three of the 

coded variables.  One disagreement on the type of criterion measure (broad reading vs. 

comprehension) was resolved with discussion.  Two of the quality indicators also had 

83% agreement, or agreement on five of six studies.  After discussion, 100% agreement 

was reached on these two variables, description of language proficiency (Q1) and 

description of instruction (Q2). 
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Results 

Overall, 25 studies met inclusion criteria; 15 peer-reviewed, published articles, 9 

dissertations, and 1 technical report.  A comprehensive summary of included studies is 

presented in Appendix A.  The majority of studies presented only correlational validity 

evidence (n = 18; 72%), and a few studies presented only diagnostic validity evidence (n 

= 3; 12%).  Several studies presented both correlational and diagnostic validity evidence 

(n = 4; 16%).  

Measures  

 Several types of measures were used in the reviewed studies.  All studies included 

an ORF measure and a criterion measure.  Some studies included a language proficiency 

measure (n = 11; 44%), and some studies included the measurement of other variables 

relevant to reading and language proficiency such as vocabulary or oral language (n = 10; 

40%). 

ORF measures. Many included studies (n = 12; 48%) used the ORF measure that 

is a part of Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS).  Three of those 

twelve studies (Baker, 2007; Baker, Park & Baker, 2012; Felt, 2015) also included a 

Spanish measure of ORF, Indicadores Dinámicos del Éxito en la Lectura – Fluidez in la 

Lectura Oral (IDEL FLO; Cummings, Baker, & Good, 2006).  Four total studies (Baker, 

2007; Baker, Park & Baker, 2012; Felt, 2015; Ganan, 2012) included ORF measures in 

any other language than English, all of these measured ORF in Spanish with IDEL FLO.  

Three studies (12%; Farmer, 2013; Quirk & Beem, 2012; Stokes, 2010) used AIMSweb 

ORF measure (Pearson, 2012), one technical report (Sáez et al., 2010) was from 

easyCBM, one study (Jimerson, Hong, Stage, & Gerber, 2013) that used the Oral 
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Reading Assessment Level by Jimerson (ORAL-J; Jimerson, 2000), and one study 

(Crosson & Lesaux, 2010) used a raw score from the passage reading fluency task on the 

Gray Oral Reading Test (GORT; Weiderholt & Bryant, 2001).  The remaining six studies 

used reading passages pulled from the curriculum to measure ORF in a method in 

keeping with CBM ORF as defined by Shinn (1989). 

Criterion measures. Appendix A includes criterion measures used in each study.  

All studies but two (8%; Baker, 2007; Baker, Park, & Baker, 2012) used criterion 

measures in English.  Both studies with non-English criterion measures used the Aprenda 

Spanish reading comprehension task (Harcourt, 2005) as well as an English outcome 

measure. 

Twelve studies (48%) measured reading comprehension. The most common 

measure used was the Stanford Achievement Test – 10th Edition reading comprehension 

task (SAT10; Harcourt Brace, 2003; n = 4; 16%).  Two studies (8%; Crosson & Lesaux, 

2010; Quirk & Beem, 2012) used the Gates Macginitie comprehension task (MacGinitie, 

MacGinitie, Maria, & Dreyer, 2000).  Two studies (8%; Kim, 2012a; Nam, 2012) used 

the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test – Revised passage comprehension task (WRMT-R; 

Woodcock, 1987).  One study (Grasparil & Hernandez, 2015) combined the California 

Achievement Test – Reading Comprehension – Sixth Edition (CAT6; CTB McGraw Hill, 

2001), the reading comprehension portion of the California English Language 

Development Test (CELDT; California Department of Education, 2007), and the reading 

comprehension portion of the California Standards Test (CST; Educational Testing 

Service, 2007) into a comprehension composite.  Finally, one study (Millett, 2011) used 

the Terra Nova comprehension task (McGraw-Hill, 2003), one study (Baker & Good, 
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1995) used the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test comprehension task (SDRT; Karlsen & 

Gardner, 1985), and one study (Pretorius & Spaull, 2016) used a researcher-created 

reading comprehension task. 

Many studies used available state assessment results (n = 13; 52%) as criterion 

measures.  In general, state accountability assessments are designed to measure whether 

students have achieved state standards in reading and language arts domains.  One study 

(Grasparil & Hernandez, 2015) used separate vocabulary and comprehension scores that 

are a part of the CST (Educational Testing Service, 2007).  All other studies with state 

assessment results used the overall, broad reading score.  Two studies (Muyskens, Betts, 

Lau, & Marston, 2009; Wiley & Deno, 2005) used the Minnesota state accountability test 

(Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment; MCA; Minnesota Department of Education, 

2015).  Two studies (Farmer, 2013; Ganan, 2012) used the Illinois state accountability 

test (Illinois State Achievement Test; ISAT; Illinois State Board of Education, 2010).  

Two studies (Baker, Park & Baker, 2012; Sáez et al., 2010) used the Oregon state 

accountability test (Oregon Assessment of Knowledge and Skills; OAKS; Oregon 

Department of Education, 2008), and two studies (Kim, 2012b; Vanderwood, Tung, & 

Checca, 2014) used the California state accountability test (CST; Educational Testing 

Services, 2007). One study (Stokes, 2010) used the Arizona state test (Arizona 

Instrument to Measure Standards; AIMS; Arizona Department of Education, 2009), one 

study (Hosp, Hosp, & Dole, 2011) used the Utah state test (Utah State Criterion-

Referenced Tests; Utah State Office of Education, 2007) one study (Echols, 2010) used 

the Washington state test (Washington Assessment of Student Learning; WASL; Pearson, 
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2007), and one study (Felt, 2015) used the Wisconsin state test (Wisconsin Knowledge 

and Concepts Exam; WKCE; CTB McGraw-Hill, 2014.   

Three studies (12%; Baker & Good, 1995; Betts, Muyskens, & Marston, 2006; 

Jimerson et al., 2013) used a broad reading measure not part of a state accountability test.  

These assessments were the SDRT (Karlsen & Gardner, 1985), the Northwest 

Achievement Levels Test (NALT; Northwest Evaluation Association, 2002), and the 

Stanford Achievement Test – Ninth Edition (SAT9; Harcourt, 1997).  

Language proficiency measures.  Eleven studies (44%) used measures described 

by publishers as measures of language proficiency.  Five studies (20%; Grasparil & 

Hernandez, 2015; Kim, 2012b; Nam, 2012; Quirk & Beem, 2012; Vanderwood, Tung, & 

Checca, 2014) measured English language proficiency with the CELDT (California 

Department of Education 2007).  This assessment includes listening, reading, speaking, 

and writing, and places students in one of five proficiency levels or categories: beginning, 

early intermediate, intermediate, early advanced, and advanced. 

Two studies (8%; Baker & Good, 1995; Jimerson et al., 2013) measured English 

language proficiency with the Language Assessment Scale (LAS; DeAvila & Duncan, 

1977).  The assessment has tasks designed to measure vocabulary as well as receptive 

and expressive language.  Scores range from 0 to 100, and a student with a score below 

74 would be categorized as limited English proficient (Dalton, 1979) 

Two studies (8%; Farmer, 2013; Felt, 2015) measured English language 

proficiency with the Accessing Comprehension and Communication in English State-to-

State for English Language Learners (ACCESS for ELLs; WIDA Consortium, 2007) 

assessment.  ACCESS assesses listening, speaking, reading and writing.  These areas are 
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combined to yield an overall score.  Overall scores range from 1 (beginning English 

language proficiency) to 6 (the highest possible English language proficiency).   

One study (Crosson & Lesaux, 2010) measured English listening comprehension 

with the Woodcock Language Proficiency Battery – Revised listening comprehension 

task (WLPBR; Woodcock, 1991).  The entire WLPB-R includes oral language as well as 

reading and writing tasks.  However, the only task used by a study in the present review 

requires students to provide a missing word within a passage that is read aloud.   

Finally, one study (4%; Stokes, 2010) measured English language proficiency 

with the Arizona state English Language Learner Assessment (AZELLA; Arizona 

Department of Education, 2007).  The assessment is designed to measure reading, 

writing, vocabulary, and oral communication. Students’ English proficiency is 

categorized by the AZELLA as pre-emergent, emergent, basic, intermediate, or 

proficient.   

Measures of other variables relevant to language and reading proficiency.  

Five studies (20%) included a measure of English vocabulary.  Two of those studies 

(Johnson et al., 2009; Millet, 2011) used only the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 

(PPVT; Dunn & Dunn, 2007).  One study (Riedel, 2007) used the Group Reading 

Assessment and Diagnostic Evaluation (GRADE; Williams, 2001) vocabulary task.  One 

study (Kim, 2012a) measured English vocabulary with the PPVT as well as the 

vocabulary task from the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI; Wechsler, 

1999), and also measured English oral proficiency with the Woodcock Johnson III oral 

proficiency task (WJ-III; Woodcock, McGrew, & Mather, 2001).  One study (Crosson & 

Lesaux, 2010) measured Spanish vocabulary with the Test de Vocabulario en Imagenes 
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(TVIP; Dunn, Padilla, Lugo, & Dunn, 1986), as well as English vocabulary with the 

PPVT, and English listening comprehension with the WLPB-R listening comprehension 

task.  Ten studies (40%) included only a measure of reading and a measure of ORF and 

did not include a measure of language proficiency or a measure of any other relevant 

variables. 

Participants 

The majority of studies included Spanish-speaking students learning English 

(n=14; 56%).  One study included participants who spoke Korean as a first language 

(Nam, 2012), and one included participants whose first language was one of several 

South African languages (Pretorius & Spaull, 2016).  The remaining studies (n = 9; 36%) 

did not disaggregate participants based on first language spoken, but simply specified that 

participants were ELLs.  Nearly half of the studies provided no information about the 

English language proficiency of participants (n = 12; 48%).  Only one study (Crosson & 

Lesaux, 2010) measured language proficiency in both languages used by participants.  In 

those studies that described language proficiency of participants with categories, most 

studies had the majority of students at the intermediate English proficiency level (Farmer, 

2013; Felt, 2015; Kim, 2012b; Nam, 2012; Quirk & Beem, 2012; Stokes, 2010).  English 

proficiency tended to increase as grade levels increased (Millett, 2011). 

Five studies (20%) described instruction only as “ELL.”  Several studies indicated 

that English-only instruction was provided (n = 8; 32%).  One study described instruction 

as foreign language immersion (Pretorius & Spaull, 2016), and one study described 

instruction as two-way immersion (Felt, 2015).  Four studies (Baker, 2007; Baker, Park, 

& Baker, 2012; Crosson & Lesaux, 2010; Ganan, 2012) described the instruction as 
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transitional or developmental bilingual.  The remaining studies did not provide a 

description of instruction (n = 6; 24%). 

Quality of Included Studies 

Results of the quality indicator scoring are presented in Table 2.  Most studies (n 

= 22; 88%) provided descriptive statistics for the relevant variables included.   The 

description of the criterion measure used met quality criteria for fifteen studies (60%) and 

partially met criteria for nine studies (36%).  Twelve studies (48%) failed to sufficiently 

describe assumptions of analyses conducted.  Sample sizes and sampling strategies 

criteria were partially met for 13 studies (52%) and not met for 12 studies (48%).   

The majority of studies did not meet criteria for the description of participants and 

the description of instruction.  Only one study (Crosson & Lesaux, 2010) sufficiently 

described the language proficiency of participants in both languages.  Six studies 

sufficiently described the language, time, and content of provided dual-language 

instruction. 

Table 2.  

Quality of studies included in synthesis. 

Quality Indicator Not met Partially met Met 
Q1: Description of participants 12 12 1 
Q2: Description of dual-language instruction 15 4 6 
Q3: Description of criterion measure 1 9 15 
Q4: Sample size and sampling strategy 12 13 0 
Q5: Assumptions of analysis discussed and addressed 12 7 6 
Q6: Descriptive statistics provided for each relevant variable 3 0 22 

 

Validity Evidence for the Use of ORF with Emerging Biliterates 

To address the research questions about criterion-related validity evidence and 

diagnostic accuracy validity evidence, the validity evidence is synthesized by type. 
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Criterion-related validity evidence.  Criterion-related validity evidence is 

synthesized by criterion measure type (broad reading vs. reading comprehension) to 

address the following research questions: a) What is the relationship between ORF scores 

and reading comprehension measures for emerging biliterates?  b) What is the 

relationship between ORF scores and other reading outcome measures for emerging 

biliterates?    

Relationship between ORF and reading comprehension measures.  Twelve 

studies (48%) included a reading comprehension criterion measure. The majority of these 

studies (n = 10) measured this relationship in English only.  Across studies, the 

concurrent correlation between English ORF and English reading comprehension for 

ELLs ranged from .61 (n = 1772; Pretorius & Spaull, 2016) to .82 (n = 102; Nam, 2012).   

Two studies (Baker, 2007; Baker, Park, & Baker, 2012) compared ORF and 

reading comprehension with Spanish as well as across English and Spanish.  Within 

Spanish, the concurrent correlation between Spanish ORF and Spanish reading 

comprehension was .62 (n = 88; Baker, 2007).  Across languages, the correlation 

between English ORF and Spanish reading comprehension was .54 (n = 88; Baker, 

2007), and the correlation between Spanish ORF and English reading comprehension was 

.55 (n = 88; Baker, 2007).     

One study measured the relationship between English reading comprehension and 

English ORF disaggregated by English language proficiency of ELLs (Nam, 2011).  The 

overall concurrent correlation between ORF performance and reading comprehension 

was .82 for all participants.  However, for participants with beginning English language 

proficiency, the correlation between ORF and reading comprehension was .87 (n = 27).  
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For participants with intermediate English language proficiency, the correlation between 

ORF and reading comprehension was .75 (n = 42).  For participants with advanced 

English language proficiency, the correlation between ORF and reading comprehension 

was .69 (n = 33).   

In six studies (20%), there was some evidence that the relationship between ORF 

and reading comprehension was affected by a third variable.  For example, three studies 

(Garasparil & Hernandez, 2015; Millett, 2011; Riedel, 2007) found that English 

vocabulary better explained ELLs’ English reading comprehension than English ORF 

did.  Where available, correlations between vocabulary and comprehension measures are 

included in Appendix A.  Another study’s (Crosson & Lesaux, 2010) results suggested 

that students with low listening comprehension had low reading comprehension 

regardless of the ORF score.  Finally, one study (Quirk & Beem, 2012) found a higher 

percentage of word callers (students with strong ORF scores but low reading 

comprehension) than previously found with monolingual English speakers.  

Relationship between ORF scores and broad reading measures.  Sixteen studies 

(64%) included a broad reading criterion measure.  The majority of these studies (n = 14) 

measured this relationship in English only.  Across studies, the concurrent correlation 

between English ORF and English broad reading measures for ELLs ranged from .36 (n 

= 109; Kim, 2012b) to .75 (n = 33; Sáez et al., 2010).   The relationship between state 

accountability assessments and ORF ranged from .56 (n = 142; Baker, Park Baker, 2012) 

to .75 (n = 33; Sáez et al., 2010).   The relationship between other standardized norm-

referenced broad reading measures ranged from .53 (n = 26; Baker & Good, 1995) to .72 

(n = 85; Jimerson et al., 2013).   
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Two studies (8%; Felt, 2015; Ganan, 2012) measured ORF and broad reading 

across languages.  The correlation between Spanish ORF and a broad reading measure 

ranged from .48 (n = 234; Ganan, 2012) to .68 (n = 238; Felt, 2015).   

 Two studies measured the relationship between English ORF and English broad 

reading disaggregated by language proficiency level (Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca, 

2014; Kim, 2012b).  The correlations for students rated as beginners were .53 (n = 122; 

Kim, 2012b) and .66 (n = 198; Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca, 2014).  The correlations 

for students rated as having intermediate English proficiency were .38 (n = 291; Kim, 

2012b) and .52 (n = 193; Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca).  Finally, the correlations for 

students rated as having advanced English proficiency were .36 (n = 109; Kim, 2012b) 

and .66 (n = 159; Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca).   

Diagnostic accuracy validity evidence.  Seven studies provided evidence related 

to diagnostic accuracy (28%).  One study (Johnson, Jenkins, Petscher, & Catts, 2009) 

used a reading comprehension measure and the rest used state accountability assessments 

as outcome measures.  Results of four studies (Echols, 2010; Famer, 2013; Hosp, Hosp, 

& Dole, 2011; Johnson et al.) included sensitivity estimates that met criterion, but in each 

of these studies but one the associated value of specificity did not meet criterion.  Results 

of four studies (Ganan, 2012; Hosp, Hosp, & Dole; Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca, 2014; 

Muyskens et al., 2009) included specificity estimates that met criterion, but in each of 

these studies but one the associated sensitivity estimates did not meet criterion.  The only 

diagnostic accuracy values that met criteria for overall accuracy, sensitivity, and 

specificity was from an analysis with a sample of first grade students (n = 403) from a 

larger study (Hosp, Hosp, & Dole).   
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One study (Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca, 2014) disaggregated diagnostic 

accuracy by language proficiency, and predicted spring broad reading success from 

winter ORF scores. When sensitivity was set to .90, the specificity values for students 

with beginning, intermediate, and advanced English language proficiency were .20, .30, 

and .50.  For native English speakers, the specificity value was .55.   

Discussion 

The purpose of this systematic synthesis of evidence was to critically evaluate the 

validity evidence available in support of ORF as a screening tool with emerging 

biliterates.  Specifically, the review sought to synthesize evidence related to the 

relationship between ORF scores and reading comprehension measures, as well as the 

relationship between ORF scores and broad reading measures.  Finally, the review sought 

to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy validity evidence in support of the use of ORF as a 

tool to accurately identify emerging biliterates at-risk for poor reading outcomes.   

The reviewed studies focused primarily on ELLs, many of whom spoke Spanish 

as a first language.  Language proficiency, language background, and language 

instruction were generally not well described.  Correlations between ORF scores and 

reading outcome measures were similar for ELLs as for monolingual English speakers.  

For example, the correlations between ORF and reading comprehension measures tended 

to decrease as grades increased for ELLs, similar to the pattern seen with monolingual 

English speakers.  However, the diagnostic accuracy of ORF to identify ELLs as at-risk 

on a reading outcome was not as strong as the diagnostic accuracy of ORF to identify 

monolingual English speakers. 
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ORF as a Measure of Reading for Emerging Biliterates 

In the reviewed studies, correlations between ORF scores and reading 

comprehension scores were higher in lower grades.  The trend of decreasing correlations 

as grades increase is also seen with monolingual English-speaking students (Silberglitt et 

al., 2006).  As previous researchers have suggested (Silberglitt et al., 2006), lower 

correlations in higher grades may be related to the diminishing importance of rate or 

fluency among predictors of reading outcomes.  In the present synthesis, there is an added 

confound of grade and language proficiency.  That is, ELLs may have better language 

proficiency in higher grades, and ELLs may receive different types of instruction and 

support across grades and levels of language proficiency.  The results of several studies 

(Nam, 2012; Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca, 2014) included in the synthesis suggested 

that correlations between ORF and reading outcome measures are different for ELLs with 

different levels of English language proficiency.  Therefore, it is unclear whether changes 

in correlations across grades are related to different relative importance of aspects of 

reading, English language proficiency, type of instruction, or a combination of all of 

these variables. 

In the reviewed studies that used broad reading rather than reading 

comprehension measures, correlations between ORF and reading outcomes did not have a 

decreasing pattern across grades.  One possible reason is the inclusion of state 

accountability assessments as broad reading measures. As suggested in previous reviews 

of ORF evidence (Reschly et al., 2009), state accountability tests are designed to measure 

state standards, which may result in measurement of slightly different skills than broad 

reading assessments such as the SAT10.  Furthermore, some state accountability 
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assessments may have a lower quality of development than other standardized, norm-

referenced reading measures commonly given.  Despite these differences, almost all of 

the correlations between ORF scores and broad reading measures within reviewed studies 

fall within the range of moderate to strong, which mirrors the results found with 

monolingual English-speaking students.   

In the reviewed studies, correlations between ORF scores and reading 

comprehension scores were far stronger within English than within Spanish or across 

languages (English-Spanish or Spanish-English).  These results suggest that unlike early 

literacy screeners that investigate phonological awareness (Erdos et al., 2010), ORF does 

not function equally well as a predictor within and across languages.  These results 

support the concept that ORF measures more than just decoding or word-level tasks. 

Quality of reviewed studies.  To summarize overall synthesis results, the 

correlations between ORF and reading outcome measures for ELLs in the reviewed 

studies are similar to the correlations between ORF and reading outcome measures for 

monolingual students in previous research (Deno, 2003; Reschly et al., 2009; Wayman et 

al., 2007).  However, there are several substantial limitations in the reviewed studies that 

prevent the interpretation of these correlations as evidence to support ORF as a reading 

measure for emerging biliterates. These limitations include failure to sufficiently describe 

the language and content of literacy instruction of participants, failure to describe the 

language background of the participants, and failure to include language proficiency and 

other variables relevant to L2 reading in analyses. 

Language and content of literacy instruction. Many of the reviewed studies did 

not describe the literacy instruction provided to emerging biliterates.  This is problematic 
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because previous work on reading outcomes for emerging biliterates suggests that the 

trajectory of reading outcomes may vary based on the amount of literacy instruction 

provided in L1 as compared to L2.  For example, ELLs who receive English-only 

instruction may acquire English language skills more quickly than students who receive 

dual-language instruction, but students in dual-language instruction may acquire literacy 

and English/Language Arts skills more quickly than students who receive English-only 

instruction (Umansky, Valentino, & Reardon, 2016).  Furthermore, there is much 

evidence to suggest that instruction in phonemic awareness and phonics is as valuable for 

ELLs as it is for monolingual English students (August, McCardle, & Shanahan, 2008).  

Without clear description of content and language of instruction, it is difficult to 

generalize the results of the included studies to other populations of emerging bilinguals. 

Description of language background.   Across both reading comprehension and 

broad reading, many of the studies did not sufficiently describe the language background 

of the included participants.  For example, several studies relied on extant data and the 

student demographic flag of “ELL,” rather than any language proficiency information.  

The use of a demographic flag or label of ELL is problematic because different districts 

may have different criteria to identify ELLs.  For example, in one sample, ELLs may be 

identified based on a specific cut score on a language proficiency measure (cf. Dalton, 

1979).  In another sample, ELLs may be identified based on a response on a parent form, 

without any measure of language proficiency.  These two different samples may 

represent different populations, which would limit the comparability and generalizability 

of study results.  Furthermore, participants identified solely on the basis of a label of ELL 

likely speak a variety of first languages.  Previous research suggests that the similarity of 
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first and second languages may influence the type and amount of reading skills that 

transfer across languages (Koda, 2008).  Therefore, again, the label of ELL represents 

multiple different populations for whom the relationship between ORF and reading 

outcomes may be different.   

Language proficiency is another aspect of language background not sufficiently 

described by many of the included studies.  Based on Bernhardt’s (2005) compensatory 

model of variables that contribute to L2 reading comprehension, language proficiency in 

L2 is an important variable. Higher levels of L2 language proficiency, according to the 

model, would be related to higher levels of reading comprehension if L1 reading skills 

were held constant. The simple view of reading within a language would suggest the 

same: increase in language comprehension (as measured by language proficiency 

variables) would yield increased reading comprehension outcomes.  In other words, 

language proficiency differences may be related to differences in the relationship 

between ORF and reading outcomes, and therefore must be measured and included in 

studies.   

Three studies disaggregated results based on English language proficiency.  The 

pattern of correlations between ORF and outcome measures was different when ELLs 

were disaggregated by English language proficiency. The correlation between ORF 

scores and reading comprehension scores decreased as language proficiency increased 

(Nam, 2012).  For ELLs in third grade, the correlation between ORF scores and state 

accountability assessment scores also decreased with increasing language proficiency 

(Kim, 2012b).  For second grade ELLs, the correlation between ORF scores and state 

accountability assessment scores was weakest for students with intermediate language 
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proficiency skills (Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca, 2014).  In each of these studies, mean 

performance on ORF tasks as well as mean performance on reading outcome measures 

increased across increased levels of language proficiency.  These results lend support to 

the necessity of disaggregation of validity evidence by language proficiency. 

Finally, language background is important to describe in order to understand the 

relationship between ORF and reading outcomes at different grades for emerging 

biliterates.  In several studies, results were disaggregated by grade but not by language 

proficiency.  Descriptive statistics provided the language proficiency of participants in 

each grade.  As grades increased, English language proficiency increased.  In other 

words, changes in results by grade were confounded with changes in language 

proficiency.  By measuring and including language proficiency in analyses, it would be 

possible to determine how ORF correlates with measure of reading for emerging 

biliterates across grades. 

Measurement of variables relevant to L2 reading.  Another theme that emerges 

from the reviewed evidence is a pattern of some other variable that might explain the 

relationship between ORF and reading for ELLs, or that might even be a better predictor 

of overall reading.  This was measured as vocabulary (Riedel, 2007; Grasparil & 

Hernandez, 2015), language proficiency (Nam, 2011), or oral language (Crosson & 

Lesaux, 2010; Kim, 2012a).  It is possible that for ELLs, ORF functions as a measure of 

the extent to which L1 literacy skills like phonological awareness have transferred across 

languages to support English decoding.  In other words, based on Bernhardt’s 

compensatory model of second language reading, ORF may measure L1 literacy and 

ignore L2 language knowledge.  The model would then suggest that measurement of L2 
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knowledge would be necessary to more accurately predict reading comprehension.  If for 

emerging biliterates ORF measures only decoding, or word-level reading skills, and does 

not sufficiently explain reading comprehension, we would see evidence of increased 

numbers of word callers among ELLs (Quirk & Beem, 2012).  Two studies included in 

the present review found a higher percentage of word callers among ELLs than 

previously reported among monolingual English speakers (Felt, 2015; Quirk & Beem, 

2012).  To summarize, the results of the present synthesis suggest the need for future 

research to measure oral language, vocabulary, and/or language proficiency to build 

validity evidence for the use of ORF as a measure of reading outcomes. 

ORF as a Screening Tool for Emerging Biliterates 

In the current review, studies that provided diagnostic accuracy evidence did not 

all provide sufficient description of student language background or proficiency, nor 

language or type of instruction.  It is important to interpret results of this synthesis with 

that limitation in mind. There was a clear pattern in the reviewed studies that suggested 

that accurate identification of students at risk of failing an outcome assessment would 

lead to over-identification of ELLs, or accurate identification of students passing an 

outcome assessment would lead to under-identification of ELLs.  In other words, if 

sensitivity was maximized, specificity was too low, and if specificity was maximized, 

sensitivity was too low.  These results lend support to the careful analysis of prediction 

outcomes over and above an overall accuracy, AUC, or “hit-rate” value. 

Several studies provided evidence that suggested that cut scores for ELLs on 

screening measures need to be different than those for non-ELLs (Johnson et al., 2009; 

Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca, 2013).  Results of one study suggested that students with 
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lower language proficiency levels might need lower cut scores than non-ELLs, and 

students with higher language proficiency levels might need higher cut scores than non-

ELLs (Vanderwood, Tung, & Checca, 2014).  Another study suggested that cut scores for 

ELLs would need to be lower than those for non-ELLs (Johnson et al., 2009).   

Finally, diagnostic accuracy results that were adjusted for base rate of pass/fail of 

the outcome measure were only reported in one study (Hosp, Hosp, & Dole, 2011).  

However, several studies reported lower base rates of passing of the included ELLs as 

compared to non-ELLs (Muyskens et al., 2009; Echols, 2011).  Base rates are important 

to consider when examining diagnostic accuracy because outcomes that are more 

frequent, such as failure on a reading outcome measure, are more easily accurately 

predicted than outcomes that are less frequent, such as success on a reading outcome 

measure.  If ELLs demonstrate lower passing rates on outcome measures, it may be more 

difficult to accurately predict outcomes for ELLs. 

Limitations 

The interpretation of the results of the present synthesis are limited to only those 

dissertations and peer-reviewed articles available.  Because of the different terms used to 

describe students learning to read in more than one language, it is possible that the search 

terms were not comprehensive enough and some studies were not located.  For example, 

a study that described students as Limited English Proficient (LEP) rather than ELL may 

not have been found.  As with other systematic reviews, it is possible that the 

unpublished work not included yielded systematically different results.  It is also possible 

that some publisher materials were not located.  Also, the present review provides a 

systematic synthesis, not a quantitative synthesis or meta-analysis. Quantitative analyses 
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of the results may provide more insight into the relationship between ORF and reading 

outcomes for emerging biliterates. 

Future Directions 

First, future research must not consider emerging biliterates as a homogeneous 

population.  Biliterates, much like bilinguals, have different language proficiency and 

language backgrounds. These are influenced by language instruction type and content.  

Similar to ORF research conducted across grades, research must be conducted across 

different populations of emerging biliterates. 

Next, future research must define and measure variables relevant to biliteracy.  In 

order to build criterion-related or construct-related validity evidence, it is necessary to 

measure not just reading comprehension and ORF, but also vocabulary and oral language 

skills.  Furthermore, these skills should be measured in both languages to better 

understand the compensatory process that is likely part of biliteracy development.    

Finally, future research should consider alternatives to a single ORF as a 

screening tool.  Evidence about the functioning of ORF may provide screening tools that 

could be added to ORF to improve accuracy.  Multiple-gating screening procedures and 

local norms may allow ORF to be part of efficient, feasible, flexible screening for all 

students, regardless of language background. 

Conclusion 

There are numerous studies that provide validity evidence in support of the use of 

ORF as a screening tool for monolingual English speakers.  The number of studies 

conducted with students learning to read in more than one language is far smaller.  

Results of the present synthesis suggest that ORF and reading outcomes may have a 
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different relationship for emerging biliterates than for monolingual English speakers.  

Clearly, more research is needed to understand the functioning of ORF with emerging 

biliterates.   
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CHAPTER 3: Study Two 

  As awareness of the benefits of bilingualism increases (Bialystok, 2011), the 

number of dual language education programs seems to be increasing as well.  In 

particular, there is an increasing number of immersion programs in the United States (T 

Fortune, personal communication, January 2, 2018). Regardless of language 

environment, early identification and intervention are key to the prevention of poor 

reading outcomes (Torgeson, 2002).  Yet it may be difficult to differentiate between 

normative language acquisition and reading difficulties for immersion students 

(Durgunoglu, 2002; Genesee et al, 2013; Genesee & Fortune, 2014; Paradis, Genesee, & 

Crago, 2011).  Therefore, it is important to have accurate reading screening assessments 

for the population of immersion students.  Curriculum-based measurement of reading 

(CBM-R) oral reading fluency (ORF) is one possible relatively simple, low-inference 

assessment that may have the potential to distinguish between immersion students with 

normative language and literacy acquisition and those who may be at risk in reading. 

As defined previously, bilinguals are individuals with sufficient language 

proficiency in more than one language, to “function in a situation that is defined by 

specific cognitive and linguistic demands, to a level of performance indicated by either 

objective criteria or normative standards” (Bialystok, 2001, p. 18). Bilinguals equally 

proficient in their first language (L1) and their second language (L2), or balanced 

bilinguals, are relatively rare (Bialystok, 1988, 2001; Grosjean, 2010). 

Early theories of language acquisition espoused a subtractive-bilingualism view.  

That is, if a child learned a second language (L2) as well as their first language (L1), L2 

would subtract from learning and development (de Valenzuela & Niccolai, 2004; 
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Bialystok, 2001).  Many educational programs still aim to build proficiency in L2 without 

maintaining any proficiency in L1, particularly for language minority students, such as 

Spanish-speaking students learning English in the United States. These English-only 

programs in the U.S. are not dual language education programs, nor do they align with 

best practices in language education and acquisition (Christian, 2011; Francis, Lesaux, & 

August, 2006; Lindholm-Leary, 2008).   

Research has now suggested that bilingualism can be a benefit (Bialystok 1988; 

Bialystok, 2011).  For example, bilinguals demonstrate better cognitive or executive 

control than monolinguals, as measured by performance on the Stroop task (Bialystok, 

2011).  These cognitive benefits hold true from infancy through old age (Bialystok, 

2011).  Therefore, dual language education programs may benefit students. 

Dual Language Education 

Dual language education can be broadly defined as any type of education 

involving the regular use of two or more languages.  More specifically, in the United 

States, these are languages where at least 50% of the day is spent learning in a language 

other than English.  Dual language programs use two languages to provide instruction, 

and they aim to produce bilingual and biliterate students (Christian, 2011; Howard et al., 

2007).  Dual language education programs can be divided into four categories: (a) 

developmental bilingual programs, in which language minority students learn in their first 

language as well as their second, such as Spanish-speaking students in the US learning 

English; (b) two-way immersion programs, where half of the student population speaks 

the minority language and half speaks the majority language, such as Spanish/English 

programs with native Spanish and native English speakers, (c) heritage language 
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immersion, such as students from indigenous cultures learning an endangered heritage 

language, and (d) foreign language immersion, in which students of a majority language 

are immersed in a foreign language, such as the native English speakers immersed in 

German in the present study (Christian, 2011; Howard et al., 2007).  

Best practices in immersion instruction.  Best practices in immersion 

instruction are informed by decades of research (Lyster & Tedick, 2014).  The focus of 

immersion programs is to teach another language through teaching content in that 

language (Christian, 2011).  For instance, students in an immersion setting learn grade-

level content, like social studies, in a target language, like Spanish.  Built in to each 

lesson are dual goals: acquisition of content and acquisition of target language.   

Best practices in immersion instruction have evolved over the past several 

decades (Lyster & Tedick, 2014).  Immersion instruction was originally thought to be 

most effective when students acquired language solely through comprehensible input or 

content in the target language (Howard et al., 2007; Krashen, 1981; Lyster & Tedick, 

2014).  Students would naturally acquire another language as a child might naturally 

acquire a first language, with little correction or explicit instruction.  More recent reviews 

of evidence suggest that instruction should also include opportunities for comprehensible 

output, as well as explicit corrections and instruction in language to support formal 

language development (Christian, 2011; Lyster & Tedick, 2014).  Therefore, bilingual 

programs should still provide at least 50% of the instruction in the second language 

(Christian, 2011), but should also set aside instructional time to discuss second-language 

grammar and cross-language similarities (Lyster & Tedick, 2014).  Theories in literacy 

development also inform immersion instruction.  
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Literacy outcomes in immersion. Many of the earliest immersion programs, 

begun in the 1970s and 1980s, were for English-speaking students immersed in the 

French language in Canada (Genesee, 1987).  Researchers sought to build evidence that 

these newly-created immersion language programs led to positive student outcomes (cf. 

Genesee et al., 1985). Specifically, researchers sought to verify that (a) immersion-

educated students did not fall behind monolingual, English-speaking peers in literacy 

outcomes, and (b) immersion educated students achieved some measure of literacy in 

French. 

Longitudinal studies of immersion students’ English literacy suggest that upon 

beginning an early total one-way immersion program, English literacy lags behind the 

English literacy of peers in monolingual English programs (Swain & Lapkin, 1982). 

However, within one or two years of receiving English literacy instruction, or around 

fifth grade if English is introduced in third grade, immersion students’ English literacy 

skills were comparable with English literacy skills of monolingual peers (Genesee et al., 

1985; Genesee & Jared, 2008). More recent reviews of French immersion program 

outcomes suggest that at older grades, immersion students’ English literacy may even 

exceed that of monolingual English peers (Genesee & Jared, 2008).  A recent, 

comprehensive review of evidence on student outcomes in all types of immersion 

programs found a similar pattern: first-language literacy for immersion students is 

eventually comparable to or even exceeds the literacy of monolingual peers (Lindholm-

Leary & Genesee, 2014). 

Second-language literacy outcomes are related to the type of immersion program 

(Genesee, 1987).  For example, students in full immersion, who are exposed to more of 
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the target language, have better outcomes than students in partial immersion, and students 

who start immersion at a younger age have better second-language literacy outcomes than 

students who start immersion at an older age (Genesee, 1987; Howard et al., 2007). 

Immersion students do develop better literacy than monolingual peers in typical second-

language instruction (Lindholm-Leary & Genesee, 2014). 

Some of these positive outcomes for literacy in another language may be 

explained by a compensatory model of dual-language literacy acquisition.  This model 

posits that students’ literacy skills in the first language serve to compensate for emerging 

skills in the second language in an interactive manner (Bernhardt, 2005).  In other words, 

some literacy skills transfer across languages in certain contexts.  There is a body of 

evidence to suggest that some basic literacy skills such as phonological awareness do, in 

fact, transfer across languages (Durgunoglu, 2002; Bournot-Trites, 2008).  For example, 

one seminal study with English-speaking students in French immersion investigated the 

cross-linguistic relationship between phonological awareness and decoding (Comeau et 

al., 1999).  Results suggested that phonological skills in English or French were similarly 

related to decoding in English, and phonological skills in English or French were 

similarly related to decoding in French.   

However, some skills may not transfer as readily.  For example, in a longitudinal 

study of English-speaking students in a French early total immersion program, English 

vocabulary was a strong predictor of eventual English reading comprehension, but 

English vocabulary was not an important predictor of eventual French reading 

comprehension (Jared et al., 2011).  Other studies have similarly found weak or no 
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correlation between vocabulary and reading outcomes across languages (Lindsey, Manis, 

& Bailey, 2003; Verhoeven, 1994). 

Individual differences in outcomes.  There are always individual differences in 

educational outcomes.  Educators have expressed concern that there are some students for 

whom immersion education would be harmful, such as students with low cognitive 

abilities or students with learning disabilities (Genesee & Fortune, 2014). However, 

recent summaries of immersion research (Genesee et al., 2013; Genesee & Fortune, 

2014) suggest that cognitive ability is correlated to language proficiency primarily for 

older students.  Results of one study (Myers, 2009, as cited in Genesee & Fortune, 2014) 

suggested that students with special needs in a two-way immersion school had similar 

performance to students with special needs in a monolingual school across literacy, math, 

and science.  Despite these initial results in support of immersion for diverse learners, 

there are relatively few assessment tools that can accurately identify immersion students 

who are at-risk in literacy (Fortune, with Menke, 2010; Genesee et al., 2013; Genesee & 

Fortune, 2014).   

Universal Screening of Reading 

Universal screening of reading involves the assessment of all students on selected 

reading skills (Jenkins, Hudson, & Johnson, 2007).  Then, targeted interventions can be 

provided to students whose assessment results suggest they are at-risk in reading.  

Evidence suggests that early identification and intervention are important to prevent poor 

reading outcomes (Torgeson, 2002).   

For monolingual English students, a large body of evidence supports the use of 

curriculum-based measurement of reading (CBM-R) oral reading fluency (ORF) as a 
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screener. ORF is simply administered; a student reads aloud for one minute, and an 

examiner counts the number of words read correctly by the student (Deno, 1985).  The 

resulting score of words read correctly per minute (WCPM) has been shown to be both a 

good indicator of overall reading (Deno, 2003; Fuchs, 2004; Reschly et al., 2009; 

Wayman et al., 2007), as well as an accurate predictor of students’ future reading 

outcomes on both reading achievement assessments as well as state accountability 

assessments (Kilgus et al., 2014).  Multiple-gating procedures, or using a series of tools 

to screen reading skills, may improve prediction accuracy further (Compton, Fuchs, 

Fuchs, & Bryant, 2006; Johnson et al., 2009; Glover & Albers, 2007). 

There remain relatively few studies that provide evidence in support of ORF with 

bilingual students learning to read, or emerging biliterates.  Those available studies 

demonstrate inconclusive results.  Several studies suggest that for emerging biliterates, 

ORF tasks correlate with reading outcome tasks with similar magnitude as for 

monolingual English speakers (Baker & Good, 1995; Wiley & Deno, 2005).  However, 

results of several other studies suggest that some English language learners may be able 

to read fluently, but that ORF measures may not accurately predict reading 

comprehension (Knight-Teague, Vanderwood, & Knight, 2014; Quirk & Beem, 2012).  

This suggests that ORF may not function as a measure of reading comprehension for 

emerging biliterates, but rather may function as solely a measure of decoding or word-

level reading skill.   

Reading screening in immersion environments.  Screening for reading 

difficulties in the immersion environment is complex for several reasons.  First, students 

acquiring a language may appear similar to students with reading difficulties (Chu & 
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Flores, 2011; Durgonuglu, 2002; Genesee et al., 2013; Genesee & Fortune, 2014; Paradis, 

Genesee, & Crago, 2011).  For example, a student with limited language proficiency may 

have poor listening comprehension, difficulty following directions, and may make 

frequent language errors.  Students with learning disabilities may display many of these 

similar traits (Durgonuglu, 2002; Chu & Flores, 2011).  It is inappropriate, however, to 

wait for advanced language proficiency to assess for learning disabilities (Paradis, 

Genesee, & Crago, 2011).  As with monolingual students, early identification could lead 

to early intervention and better outcomes.  Therefore, it is important to understand the 

learning trajectory of students in the immersion setting, just as in any other instructional 

setting. 

Second, reading screening in immersion environments is difficult because there is 

a distinct lack of evidence for many reading screening tools commonly used for 

monolingual populations (Genesee, 2007; Genesee et al., 2013; Genesee & Fortune, 

2014).  Some studies have begun to build evidence for the cross linguistic transfer of 

phonemic awareness skills and, correspondingly, the cross-linguistic use of phonemic 

awareness screening assessments.  For example, one study investigated early reading 

screening tools for English-speaking French immersion students (MacCoubrey, Wade-

Woolley, Klinger, & Kirby, 2004).  Results suggested that phoneme blending in English 

(L1) could differentiate between poor and typical readers in English as well as French.  

Another study found that English phonological awareness in Kindergarten was a 

predictor of French reading comprehension in first grade (Erdos et al., 2010).  However, 

cross-language reading comprehension or broad reading outcome screening evidence is 

more limited.  
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There is some evidence that use of first-language assessments may be the most 

appropriate for students with minimal second language proficiency (Genesee et al., 

2013).  ORF, a simple, low inference reading assessment, may function well within the 

immersion environment (Fortune, 2011).  However, to date, there are no known studies 

of the use of ORF as an indicator of reading in immersion schools, nor are there any 

known studies of the use of ORF to identify immersion students who are at risk of not 

meeting reading standards (Genesee et al., 2013). 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study was twofold. First, the study sought to evaluate the 

extent to which oral reading fluency measures in English and German are predictive of 

reading outcomes for German immersion emerging biliterates. Specifically, to what 

extent is measurement of ORF in English and German predictive of English reading 

success, as measured by Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment Reading performance? 

Do the predictive properties of German and English ORF change across grades three to 

five?  To what extent does German language proficiency, as measured by the oral 

communication, listening comprehension and reading comprehension portions of a 

German language proficiency assessment (IVA A1), mediate the relationship between 

English ORF and English reading success?  To what extent does German language 

proficiency, as measured by the oral communication and listening comprehension 

portions of a German language proficiency assessment (IVA A1) mediate the relationship 

between German ORF and German reading success?  To what extent does English (L1) 

ORF describe variability in English reading over and above what German (L2) ORF can 
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describe?  To what extent does German (L2) ORF describe variability in German reading 

comprehension over and above what English (L1) ORF can describe? 

Second, this study sought to evaluate the ability of German and/or English ORF to 

accurately identify students who are at risk in reading.  Specifically, how accurately can 

either German ORF, English ORF, or a combination of the two predict which students 

will not meet proficiency on the MCA? 

Methods 

Participants 

Participants were all native English speakers learning German in one immersion 

school.  The school was recruited through a community partnership with the researcher.  

In exchange for support with implementation of screening measures and work toward 

adopting multi-tiered system of service delivery, extant data was shared by the school.  

Therefore, inclusion in the study was based on passive consent. Parents were informed of 

the new school screening policy and were given the choice to opt out of the study’s extra 

data analysis. 

The student population (n = 520) at the school is primarily White; 88% of 

students identify as White, 2% identify as Black, 2% identify as Asian, 1% as Hispanic, 

and 8% as two or more races. Only 5% of students participate in free or reduced-price 

lunch programs, 8.8% of students receive special education services of some type, and 

2% of students are English Language Learners. 

Students whose first language was not English were excluded from the final 

analysis sample. The final sample included data from students in third (n = 60), fourth (n 
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= 60), and fifth grade (n = 42).  The school begins explicit literacy instruction in English 

in third grade, and therefore begins using English screening measures in third grade.  

Setting 

The immersion school is a public charter school, and parents undergo a random 

lottery process to enroll students.  Students are strongly discouraged from enrolling after 

Kindergarten unless they have been attending a German-language school.  The 

instructional model strives for 90% of instruction in German from Kindergarten to third 

grade.  In third grade, literacy instruction in English begins.  By fifth grade, some special 

subjects such as science and math are taught in English as well as German. In sixth 

through eighth grades, the program has approximately 50% of instruction in German; 

math and language arts are taught in English, science is taught in English and German, 

and language arts, social studies, and specials (physical education, art) are taught in 

German. 

At the time of this study, the school implemented English ORF screening in 

grades three, four, and five with measures from FastBridge Learning (FBL; TJCC, 2015).  

During the 2016-2017 school year, third grade students were screened three times: fall, 

winter, and spring.  Fourth and fifth grade students were screened winter and spring. 

German screening measures were used three times per year from kindergarten through 

fifth grade.  Screening measures in both languages were intended to be used to identify 

students in need of extra services. 

Measures 

Four measures were used in analyses to address research questions: (a) ORF in 

German, (b) ORF in English, (c) the Internationale Vergleichsarbeit (IVA; ZFA, 2014), 
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and finally (d) the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment in Reading (MCA; MDE 

2015). These assessments are described in the following paragraphs. 

Oral reading fluency in English.  Given that the school already employs ORF 

using FBL, the current study also used this assessment tool.  ORF within FBL consists of 

three oral reading fluency (ORF) probes per screening session.  For each probe, a student 

reads a grade-level passage for one minute.  Words read correct are counted.  The final 

reported score is the median of the three probes.  FBL reports classification accuracy of 

above .80 in grades 3, 4, and 5 when comparing CBM-ORF performance to performance 

on a reading assessment (the Test of Silent Reading Efficiency and Comprehension; 

TOSREC). Median test-retest and alternate form reliability is reported to be above .90, as 

is inter-rater reliability.  Concurrent validity coefficients of FBL ORF and the TOSREC 

are .81, .79, and .81 for third, fourth, and fifth grades respectively.  Predictive validity 

coefficients of FBL ORF and the TOSREC are .69, .52, and .87 for third fourth, and fifth 

grades respectively.   

Oral reading fluency in German. One probe was administered to each student 

during each screening period.  The examiner measured words read correct per minute as 

with the English CBM ORF measure. To measure reading loss over the summer, the 

German probes remain consistent from spring to fall screening periods.  For example, a 

second-grade student in the spring would read a text, and then return in the fall as a third 

grader and read that same text. 

German reading fluency probes were developed by a native German speaker with 

a doctorate in German language. Texts were pulled from curricular materials at the 

immersion grade level and adapted as needed.  For example, the 3rd grade reading 
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passage was pulled from materials used in the 3rd grade classroom at the school.  Students 

at this immersion school typically read passages one or two grade levels below what 

monolingual German speaking students might read.  Therefore, 3rd grade students at the 

immersion school read texts categorized to be at the 1st or 2nd grade level by monolingual 

German educators. All passages selected were narrative passages about experiences that 

were judged to be familiar to the English-speaking students in the school.  For example, 

one passage described the receipt of a birthday present, and another passage described 

visiting the garden of a family member.   

Although students may demonstrate different levels of performance on curriculum 

texts than on commercially-developed texts, technical adequacy of the level score is still 

likely to be acceptable (Wayman et al., 2007). The German language is more 

orthographically shallow than English and has fewer allowable syllable sounds, but it has 

a similar number of syllables per word (Pellegrino, Coupe, & Marsico, 2011).  However, 

German grammar and sentence construction can be more complex, resulting in longer 

sentences.  Because previous research suggests that readability indices are not good 

indicators of passage difficulty (Ardoin et al., 2005), passages were selected with a focus 

on simple sentences and shorter words.  The English measure used in the present study 

(FBL ORF) was developed based on word length and sentence length rather than 

readability indices (TJCC, 2015).  An analysis of text complexity and readability of the 

three German passages is presented in Table 3. One of the most commonly used 

measures of readability in the German language is the Lesbarkeitsindex, or LIX 

(Björnsson, 1968, as cited in Klare, 1984).  The LIX is calculated by adding the average 

number of words per sentence to the percent of long words (words above 6 letters).  The 
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number of syllables in each passage and the resulting average number of syllables per 

word was also calculated.  Results in Table 3 suggest that the 5th grade passage was more 

difficult than the 4th grade passage, and the 4th grade passage was more difficult than the 

3rd grade passage.   

Table 3.  

Readability and other passage difficulty variables for each grade-level German reading 
passage. 

Grade Word 
count 

Syllable 
Count 

Sentence 
Count 

Sentence 
Length 

Syllables  
per word 

Percent 
Long Words 

LIX Descriptor 

3 100 161 15 6.6 1.61 10 16.6 Very Easy – 
First Grade 

4 236 366 40 5.9 1.55 17.3 23.2 Very Easy – 
First Grade 

5 426 641 52 8.1 1.50 16.6 24.8 Easy –  
Second Grade 

LIX = Lesbarkeitsindex (Readability Index) 
 

The Internationale Vergleichsarbeit (IVA). The IVA (International 

Comparative Work) is one assessment under the broad umbrella of the Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (DSD; German Language Diploma).  The DSD is a diploma system 

created by German education and foreign office initiatives to promote the German 

language.  The assessments within the diploma system are given only in schools 

registered with the German government, where non-native German speakers are learning 

German. The final DSD exam, the DSDII, results in a German language proficiency 

rating based on the Common European Framework of Reference of Languages, a 

common way to rate language proficiency in European nations.  This rating can allow 

German speakers from outside of Germany to demonstrate sufficient language 

proficiency to attend German University classes.  
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Two exams allow international schools to determine whether their German-

learning students are making appropriate progress toward the DSDII: IVA A1 and IVA 

A2.  At the German immersion school included in the study, IVA A1 is given to students 

in third grade, to determine whether they are on track to be measured proficient by the 

time they take the DSD.  Administrators of the IVA must be proficient in German and 

undergo a brief training. 

The IVA measures listening comprehension, reading comprehension, writing, and 

speaking in German.  The tasks germane to the present study are speaking (Mündliche 

Kommunikation; MK), listening comprehension (Hörverstehen; HV) and reading 

comprehension (Leseverstehen; LV).   

The speaking or oral communication task takes approximately 15 minutes.  

During the first portion, students are asked to speak as a monologue on a particular every 

day topic and are given cue words they must incorporate into their speaking.  Students are 

scored based on their skill in speaking with connected, fluent language.  In the second 

portion, students are asked to engage in a dialogue with a fellow student, and they are 

scored on their capacity to respond to questions with connected, fluent language. 

The reading comprehension task takes approximately 15 minutes. Students are 

asked to read short (100 word) narrative texts, and answer five true/false questions.  Next, 

students are asked to complete five sentences as a cloze exercise.   

The listening comprehension task also takes approximately 15 minutes.  Students 

are asked to listen to a brief (100 word) narrative text, read aloud by the examiner, and 

are asked to complete five sentences about the text.  Finally, students are asked to 

demonstrate comprehension nonverbally by drawing key elements from a narrative text.  
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Raw scores are reported, as well as a proficiency level.  For example, a student taking the 

IVA A1 exam who met a cut score would be reported to be proficient at level A1.  A 

student who did not meet the cut score would be reported to be not proficient at level A1.   

Based on comparisons of raw scores and proficiency designations, the cut scores 

seem to change across years.  Information on the norming and development, as well as 

psychometric properties of the assessment, were requested from a German government 

representative from the Zentralstelle für das Auslandsschulwesen (Central Office for 

Foreign Schools); no further information was available.  Although the tasks required as 

part of the IVA A1 exam align with tasks included in other language proficiency exams, 

there is insufficient evidence to suggest that the IVA A1 language proficiency exams are 

well validated language proficiency measures.  Therefore, results that include IVA A1 

scores should be interpreted with caution.  

Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment (MCA). The MCA is a state 

accountability test developed by the Minnesota Department of Education in conjunction 

with measurement and content experts (MDE, 2015).  The MCA is given to students in 

grades three through eight, as well as students in grade ten, and is designed to measure 

proficiency in Minnesota standards in math, reading, and science. The most recent 

iteration of the MCA of Reading, the MCA Reading Series III, was created in 2013 to 

align with the 2010 Minnesota K-12 Academic Standards in English Language Arts 

(ELA).  The assessment is given primarily online, with several examiners monitoring a 

class of students. Items consist of literature and informational text reading, with 

corresponding questions designed to measure analysis, interpretation, and evaluation of 

text.  Separate passages and questions are given at each grade level, with the exception of 
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a few linking items to aid in vertical alignment of scores.  Scores are calculated within an 

Item Response Theory (IRT) framework, and then transformed to easily interpretable 

scaled scores.  Scaled scores range from G01 to G99, where G represents the student’s 

grade.  For example, a fourth-grade student could receive a score of 449, whereas a fifth 

grade student could receive a score of 549.  Because of careful linking and equating 

procedures, some comparison of scores across grades is possible.  Specifically, a score of 

G50 is the cutoff for the designation of “Meets Standards,” and G40 is the cutoff for the 

designation of “Partially Meets Standards” across grades.   

The technical manual presents evidence to support the MCA Reading’s proposed 

interpretation and use as a measure of student proficiency on Minnesota state ELA 

standards (MDE, 2015).  Construct-related validity evidence is strong, based on thorough 

test specification, item creation, and field testing procedures. Criterion-related validity 

evidence is missing, as no studies have been conducted comparing the MCA Reading to 

other assessments of reading.  Evidence of consistency, as measured by internal 

consistency, is strong (.91; MDE, 2017) across grades three, four, and five. 

Procedure 

All students in grades three, four, and five received German ORF three times per 

year.  Students in grade three received English ORF three times per year.  Students in 

grades four and five received English ORF only during winter and spring.  All third-

grade students took the IVA A1 at the end of the year.  Students across all grades took the 

state accountability assessment (MCA) at the end of the school year. 

Analysis 

Within each grade, the following procedure was conducted to prepare data and 
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understand the included variables.  First, descriptive information was gathered about the 

demographic variables of the participants, including special education eligibility and 

language background. As stated previously, non-native-English-speaking students were 

excluded from the study. Next, the assessment variables were explored, including 

descriptive information, as well as correlations among ORF English, ORF German, IVA 

A1 oral communication, IVA A1 reading comprehension, IVA A1 listening 

comprehension, and MCA Reading.   

Based on the results of the data exploration described, three more analyses were 

conducted at each grade level.  First, a single-level regression model was constructed in a 

step-wise fashion to understand the relationship between predictor variables of German 

proficiency, ORF in both languages, and an English reading outcome measure.  Next, 

single-level regression models were conducted to investigate the extent to which English 

ORF and German ORF explained cross-language reading proficiency (Baker, Park, & 

Baker, 2012).  Finally, a Receiver Operating Curve analysis was conducted to determine 

the accuracy of predictions.   These analyses are described in detail below. 

Single-level regression models. A single level-regression model at each grade 

allowed exploration of which variables best explain variability in the outcome measure. 

In other words, to what extent do reading screening measures explain variability in the 

MCA, accounting for potential differences based on demographics and German language 

proficiency?  The following variables were added to the linear model to predict outcome 

on the MCA reading end-of year assessment: (a) student special education status, coded 

as 0, not receiving special education services, and 1, receiving special education services, 

based on data in the school’s student information system; (b) German oral 
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communication as measured by the IVA, a continuous variable from 0 to 10; (c) German 

listening comprehension as measured by IVA, a continuous variable from 0 to 10; (d) 

German reading comprehension as measured by the IVA, a continuous variable ranging 

from 0 to 10 (e) ORF German WRCPM in winter, (f) ORF English WRCPM in winter.  

Although a research question suggested a similar single level regression model with 

German reading comprehension as the outcome variable, there was insufficient 

variability in the German reading comprehension measure for it to be used as a dependent 

variable in this type of multi-predictor regression. 

Cross-language explanation of reading outcomes.  At each grade level, two 

series of regression analyses were conducted.  First, German reading comprehension as 

measured by the IVA A1 was predicted by English ORF, German ORF, and then both 

English ORF and German ORF.  Then, English reading skill as measured by the MCA 

reading end-of-year assessment was predicted by German ORF, English ORF, and then 

both German ORF and English ORF.  These analyses provided information about the 

extent to which ORF probes can predict reading success across languages.  For example, 

does English ORF still predict German reading comprehension after German ORF is 

added to the model, or does German ORF then act as the better predictor of German 

reading comprehension? 

Diagnostic accuracy analysis.  Diagnostic accuracy analyses were conducted via 

Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) analysis.  The results of the single-level regression 

models at each grade level determined the predictors in the diagnostic accuracy analysis 

at each grade level.  For example, should English ORF explain the most variability in 

fourth grade MCA results, a logistic regression would be built with English ORF as the 
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predictor and MCA proficiency (G50 or “Meets Standards”) as the outcome. The 

predicted probabilities of that logistic regression allowed a ROC plot, which can help 

determine ideal cutoff scores and maximize sensitivity and specificity.   

Power analysis. Before data collection, a power analysis was conducted.  The 

participating school had approximately 70 students per grade.  Previous literature (cf. 

Wiley & Deno, 2005) suggests that an effect size of .2 is a conservative estimate for 

variability in MCA scores explained by the eight initially proposed predictors.  Power 

was therefore estimated to be approximately .82 based on the proposed six predictors 

(Champely, 2016).    

After data collection and data cleaning, another power analysis was conducted 

based on the actual sample sizes and six included predictors.  Based on a sample of 60 

students, and an effect size of .2, power was estimated to be .86.  Based on the smaller 

sample of 42 fifth grade students, power was estimated to be .69. 

Results 

First, results are presented about the relationship between ORF and reading 

outcome measures in each grade. Then, the results of diagnostic accuracy analyses are 

presented for each grade. 

Relationship Between Reading Fluency Measures and Outcome Measures 

The first purpose of the present study was to evaluate the extent to which oral 

reading fluency measures in English and German are predictive of reading outcomes in 

English and German for emerging biliterates in the German immersion setting.  

Descriptive statistics, correlational analyses, and regression analyses were conducted to 

answer research questions.  Assumptions of linearity, independence, normality, and 
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homoscedasticity were examined via scatterplots, Durbin Watson tests, investigation of 

descriptive statistics, and plots of model residuals.  Unless otherwise stated below, all 

models met assumptions necessary for analyses. 

Grade 3.  The variables used in the third-grade analysis are described in Table 4. 

These variables include English and German ORF scores, MCA Reading scores, as well 

as German language proficiency assessment including reading, listening, speaking and 

writing.  The mean performance on English ORF was 111.95 words read correct per 

minute (SD = 45.89).  German reading fluency was measured to be lower, with a mean of 

68.4 (SD = 28.24).  Average MCA Reading performance was close to the middle of the 

scale, at 349.15 (SD = 21.74).  Mean scores on variables measuring German language 

proficiency were fairly high, with listening comprehension the highest (M = 9.83, SD = 

0.83).  Most variables included in regression analysis are approximately normally 

distributed, with the exception of the German listening comprehension measure (A1HV), 

which is negatively skewed.   

Table 4.  

Descriptive statistics of relevant third grade variables. 

 n average SD MDN MIN MAX skew 
English WRC 60 111.95 45.89 116.5 16 182 -0.44 
English Accuracy 60 96.8 5.23 98.64 72.73 100 -2.51 
A1LV 60 7.53 1.87 8 3 10 -0.25 
A1HV 60 9.83 0.83 10 4 10 -6.06 
A1SK 60 7.52 1.42 7 3 10 -0.38 
A1MK 60 7.55 1.5 8 0 10 -2.15 
German WRC 60 68.4 28.24 76.5 5 138 -0.27 
German Accuracy 60 0.93 0.11 0.97 0.29 1 -3.62 
MCA Reading 60 349.15 21.74 352 301 390 -0.44 

WRC – Word read correct, A1LV – German reading comprehension, A1HV – German listening 
comprehension, A1SK – German written communication, A1MK – German oral communication 
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Correlations among third grade variables are displayed on Table 5.  There is a 

strong, significant correlation between MCA reading scores and English ORF scores (r = 

0.84, p < 0.00).  There is also a strong, significant correlation between MCA reading 

scores and German ORF scores (r = 0.70, p < 0.00).  Other correlations of interest 

include a moderate, significant correlation between German reading comprehension and 

MCA performance (r = 0.63, p < 0.00).  Oral reading fluency across languages also is 

highly correlated (r = 0.89, p < 0.00).   

Table 5.  

Correlations among third grade variables of interest. N=60 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 EWRC 1.00         
2 E. Acc 0.74*** 1.00        
3 A1LV 0.53*** 0.34** 1.00       
4 A1HV 0.26* 0.26* 0.15 1.00      
5 A1SK 0.46*** 0.32* 0.34** 0.20 1.00     
6 A1MK 0.32* 0.19 0.29* 0.03 0.24 1.00    
7 GWRC 0.89*** 0.68*** 0.41** 0.11 0.46*** 0.33** 1.00   
8 G Acc 0.57*** 0.78*** 0.32* -0.04 0.27* 0.28* 0.65*** 1.00  
9 MCAR 0.84*** 0.65*** 0.63*** 0.25 0.42*** 0.27* 0.70*** 0.47*** 1.00 
* p < .05 ** p < .01  *** p < .001 
EWRC – English WRC, E. Acc – English Accuracy, A1LV – German reading comprehension, A1HV – 
German listening comprehension, A1SK – German written communication, A1MK – German oral 
communication, GWRC – German WRC, G Acc – German Accuracy, MCAR – Minnesota Comprehensive 
Assessment – Reading. 
 

The initial review of correlations suggests that English and German ORF probes 

may be good predictors of performance on the MCA reading assessment.  Results of the 

step-wise linear regression models (Table 6) suggest that students in special education are 

likely to obtain lower scores on the MCA reading assessment.  However, the Special 

Education variable becomes non-significant once reading fluency scores are added to the 

model.  In other words, these results suggest that the lower performance by students 

receiving Special Education services is well-captured by reading fluency probes.    
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German reading comprehension and German ORF are both significant predictors 

of MCA reading scores.  Once English ORF is added in to the final model however, 

German ORF is no longer a significant predictor of MCA scores.  However, German 

reading comprehension remains a small yet significant predictor.  Based on the high 

amount of variability explained by the final model (R2 = 0.76), these results suggest that 

English ORF is a strong predictor of MCA reading scores in the third-grade immersion 

setting. 

Table 6.  

Third grade step-wise regression model building, predicting end of year MCA reading 
assessment. 

 
 

Grade 3 
Model 1 

Grade 3 
Model 2 

Grade 3 
Model 3 

Grade 3 
Model 4 

Grade 3 
Model 5 

Grade 3 
Model 6 

Intercept 353.27 
(2.87) 

324.54 
(34.25) 

300.42 
(37.62) 

279.68 
(31.28) 

258.41 
(26.11) 

287.62 
(22.55) 

Special 
Education 

-22.45** 
(6.70) 

-20.15** 
(7.25) 

-17.19* 
(7.45) 

-13.27* 
(6.19) 

-1.02 
(5.62) 

2.64 
(4.74) 

A1HV - 2.88 
(3.42) 

3.24 
(3.39) 

1.96 
(2.81) 

3.24 
(2.33) 

0.40 
(2.02) 

A1MK - - 2.65 
(1.80) 

0.63 
(1.53) 

-0.46 
(1.28) 

-0.21 
(1.07) 

A1LV - - - 6.35*** 
(1.22) 

4.64*** 
(1.06) 

2.67** 
(0.96) 

GWRCW - - - - 0.40*** 
(0.08) 

-0.13 
(0.13) 

EWRCW - - - - - 0.42*** 
(0.09) 

R2      0.16 0.17 0.20 0.47 0.65 0.76 
* p < .05 ** p < .01  *** p < .001 
EWRC – English WRC, A1LV – German reading comprehension, A1HV – German listening 
comprehension, A1SK – German written communication, A1MK – German oral communication, GWRC – 
German WRC. 
 

Table 7 displays the results of the cross-language analyses predicting to the 

English outcome measure (MCA Reading).  As also suggested by the correlation and 

regression analyses already described, English ORF in isolation is a significant predictor 
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of MCA Reading scores (R2 = 0.71).  German ORF in isolation is also a significant 

predictor of MCA Reading scores, yet it describes less overall variability than the English 

ORF scores (R2 = 0.49).  When combined in a single regression model, only the English 

ORF scores were significant predictors of MCA Reading scores. 

Table 7.  

Cross-language regression results with English MCA as outcome variable. 

  Grade 3 
Model 0 

Grade 3 
Model 1 

Grade 3 
Model 2 

Grade 4 
Model 0 

Grade 4 
Model 1 

Grade 4 
Model 2 

Grade 5 
Model 0 

Grade 5 
Model 1 

Grade 5 
Model 2 

Int. 304.59 
(4.08) 

312.37 
(5.35) 

305.95 
(4.10) 

417.33 
(5.17) 

428.71 
(4.88) 

417.39 
(5.20) 

534.91 
(8.00) 

547.28 
(8.22) 

536.39 
(8.33) 

G 
WRC  

-  0.54*** 
(0.07) 

-0.20 
(0.12) 

-  0.36*** 
(0.06) 

0.04 
(0.10) 

- 0.18* 
(0.08) 

-0.07 
(0.11) 

E 
WRC 

0.40*** 
(0.03) 

- 0.51*** 
(0.07) 

0.30*** 
(0.04) 

-  0.27*** 
(0.07) 

0.19*** 
(0.05) 

-    0.22** 
(0.07) 

R2 0.71 0.49 0.72 0.53 0.41 0.53 0.27 0.10 0.27 
* p < .05 ** p < .01  *** p < .001 
EWRC – English WRC, GWRC – German WRC. 

 

Table 8 displays the results of the cross-language analyses predicting to the 

German outcome measure (A1LV).  Again, as suggested by correlations, German ORF 

scores were significant predictors of German reading comprehension in isolation, yet they 

explained a relatively small amount of variability (R2 = 0.17).  In isolation, English ORF 

scores were slightly stronger predictors of German reading comprehension (R2 = 0.27).  

When English and German ORF were combined in a model, neither predictor was 

significant, and a relatively small amount of variability was explained (R2 = 0.31).  The 

smaller amount of variability explained may also be related to the smaller amount of 

variability in the German reading comprehension variable.  Rather than a range of G00 to 

G99 on the MCA Reading score, the German reading comprehension variable ranged 

only from 0 to 10 and was negatively skewed as well.  Furthermore, as previously 
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described, there is limited information to support the validity of the German language 

proficiency assessment.   

Table 8.  

Cross-language regression results with German reading comprehension (A1LV) as 
outcome measure. 

  Grade 3 
Model 0 

Grade 3 
Model 1 

Grade 3 
Model 2 

Grade 4 
Model 0 

Grade 4 
Model 1 

Grade 4 
Model 2 

Grade 5 
Model 0 

Grade 5 
Model 1 

Grade 5 
Model 2 

Int. 5.67 
(0.59) 

5.10 
(0.44) 

5.25 
(0.55) 

5.07 
(0.87) 

4.36 
(1.04) 

4.40 
(1.04) 

7.06 
(1.57) 

6.71 
(1.67) 

6.57 
(1.75) 

E  
ORF 

-   0.02*** 
(0.02) 

0.03 
(0.01) 

-   0.03** 
(0.01) 

0.02 
(0.01) 

- 0.01 
(0.01) 

0.01 
(0.02) 

G 
ORF 

0.03** 
(0.01) 

- -0.02 
(0.02) 

0.04*** 
(0.01) 

- 0.02 
(0.02) 

0.02 
(0.02) 

- 0.01 
(0.02) 

R2 0.17 0.27 0.31 0.21 0.21 0.23 0.03 0.04 0.04 
* p < .05 ** p < .01  *** p < .001 
EWRC – English WRC, GWRC – German WRC. 
 

Grade 4. The variables used in the fourth-grade analysis are described on Table 

9.  These variables include English reading fluency, German reading fluency, German 

proficiency measures, and MCA Reading scores.  The average performance on the 

English ORF task was 137.75 words read correctly per minute (SD = 33.65), whereas the 

German was again lower, with an average of 81.68 words read correctly per minute (SD 

= 24.14).  As with third grade, the average MCA Reading score was close to the middle 

of the score range (M = 458.15, SD = 13.67).  Mean scores on the German proficiency 

measures were fairly high.  Listening comprehension was again the highest (M = 9.52, 

SD = 1.98).  As with the third-grade variables, many were normally distributed.  The 

German listening comprehension (A1HV) was again negatively skewed, as students tend 

to do very well on this task.   
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Table 9.  

Descriptive statistics of relevant fourth grade variables. 

 n average SD MDN MIN MAX skew 
English WRC 60 137.75 33.65 142.5 19 195 -0.80 
English Accuracy 60 99.13 2.38 100 82.61 100 -5.66 
A1LV 60 8.33 2.11 9 2 10 -1.37 
A1HV 60 9.52 1.32 10 2 10 -4.29 
A1SK 60 7.50 1.98 8 0 10 -1.55 
A1MK 60 8.10 1.76 8 0 10 -1.83 
German WRC 60 81.68 24.14 85 9 130 -0.54 
German Accuracy 60 0.96 0.06 0.98 0.60 1 -3.70 
MCA Reading 60 458.15 13.67 459.5 411 481 -0.86 

A1LV – German reading comprehension, A1HV – German listening comprehension, A1SK – German 
written communication, A1MK – German oral communication 
 

Correlations among variables are displayed on Table 10.  As in third grade, there 

is a strong, significant correlation between English ORF and MCA Reading scores (r = 

0.73, p < 0.00).  There is a slightly smaller yet still significant correlation between 

German ORF and MCA Reading scores (r = 0.64, p < 0.00).  English and German ORF 

scores again correlate (r = 0.84, p < 0.00).  Other correlations of interest include 

moderate correlations of German listening comprehension and MCA Reading (r = 0.58, p 

< 0.00), which is larger than the correlation in the third grade, and German reading 

comprehension and MCA Reading (r = 0.56, p < 0.00), which is similar to the correlation 

in the third grade. 

Again, correlations suggest that German and English ORF scores may be good 

predictors of MCA Reading results.  The fourth-grade regression analysis results are 

presented on Table 11.  Compared to the third-grade final model, the final fourth-grade 

model explained less variability in MCA Reading scores (R2 = 0.63).  Similar to the third-

grade modeling, German ORF was a significant predictor until English ORF was added.  
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Also similar to the third-grade final model, German reading comprehension remained a 

significant predictor in the final fourth-grade model.  As correlations would suggest, 

German listening comprehension was a significant predictor of MCA Reading scores in 

the final fourth-grade model.  The amount of variability in MCA Reading scores 

explained by the final model is moderate to large (R2 = 0.63), again suggesting that 

English ORF scores are a good predictor of MCA Reading scores in the fourth-grade 

immersion setting.   

Table 10.  

Correlations among fourth grade variables of interest. N=60 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 EWRC 1.00         
2 E. Acc 0.60*** 1.00        
3 A1LV 0.46*** 0.42*** 1.00       
4 A1HV 0.52*** 0.72*** 0.46*** 1.00      
5 A1SK 0.40** 0.37** 0.43*** 0.52*** 1.00     
6 A1MK 0.22 0.23 0.45*** 0.38** 0.74*** 1.00    
7 GWRC 0.84*** 0.49*** 0.46*** 0.51*** 0.46*** 0.32* 1.00   
8 G Acc 0.65*** 0.75*** 0.40** 0.65*** 0.50*** 0.32* 0.68*** 1.00  
9 MCAR 0.73*** 0.63*** 0.56*** 0.58*** 0.41** 0.24 0.64*** 0.58*** 1.00 
* p < .05 ** p < .01  *** p < .001 
EWRC – English WRC, E. Acc – English Accuracy, A1LV – German reading comprehension, A1HV – 
German listening comprehension, A1SK – German written communication, A1MK – German oral 
communication, GWRC – German WRC, G Acc – German Accuracy, MCAR – Minnesota Comprehensive 
Assessment – Reading. 
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Table 11.  

Fourth grade step-wise regression model building, predicting end of year MCA English 
reading assessment. 

  Grade 4 
Model 1 

Grade 4 
Model 2 

Grade 4 
Model 3 

Grade 4 
Model 4 

Grade 4 
Model 5 

Grade 4 
Model 6 

Intercept 459.65 
(1.83) 

402.11 
(12.30) 

401.37 
(13.57) 

396.20 
(12.46) 

399.76 
(11.37) 

395.58 
(10.60) 

Special 
Education 

-11.30* 
(5.02) 

-0.95 
(4.82) 

-0.70 
(5.21) 

2.58 
(4.85) 

2.16 
(4.41) 

1.41 
(4.08) 

A1HV - 5.90*** 
(1.25) 

5.86*** 
(1.29) 

4.66*** 
(1.23) 

3.19** 
(1.19) 

2.47* 
(1.13) 

A1MK - - 0.13 
(0.98) 

-0.68 
(0.92) 

-0.92 
(0.84) 

-0.44 
(0.79) 

A1LV - - - 2.73*** 
(0.78) 

2.06** 
(0.73) 

1.69* 
(0.69) 

GWRCW - - - - 0.22*** 
(0.06) 

-0.00 
(0.09) 

EWRCW - - - - - 0.21** 
(0.07) 

R2 0.08 0.34 0.34 0.46 0.56 0.63 
* p < .05 ** p < .01  *** p < .001 
EWRC – English WRC, E. Acc – English Accuracy, A1LV – German reading comprehension, A1HV – 
German listening comprehension, A1SK – German written communication, A1MK – German oral 
communication, GWRC – German WRC, G Acc – German Accuracy, MCAR – Minnesota Comprehensive 
Assessment – Reading. 
 

Table 7 displays the results of the cross-language analyses predicting to the 

English outcome measure (MCA Reading).  Similar to third grade results, English ORF 

in isolation is a significant predictor of MCA Reading scores, yet less variance is 

explained by English ORF in fourth grade (R2 = 0.53).  German ORF in isolation is also a 

significant predictor of MCA Reading scores, yet similar to third grade, it describes less 

overall variability than the English ORF scores (R2 = 0.41).  When combined in a single 

regression model, only the English ORF scores were significant predictors of MCA 

Reading scores.  German ORF did not add any explanatory power to the model. 
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Table 8 displays the results of the cross-language analyses predicting to the 

German outcome measure (A1LV).  Again, as suggested by correlations, German ORF 

scores were significant predictors of German reading comprehension in isolation, yet they 

explained only a moderate to small amount of variability (R2 = 0.21).  In isolation, 

English ORF scores were a very similar predictor of German reading comprehension (R2 

= 0.21).  When English and German ORF were combined in a model, neither predictor 

was significant, and a small amount of variability was explained (R2 = 0.23).  As in third 

grade, the smaller amount of variability explained of the German reading comprehension 

measure may be related to the smaller absolute variability in the variable, or 

psychometric properties of the assessment. 

Grade 5.  The variables used in the fifth-grade analyses are presented on Table 

12.  Again, variables included English reading fluency, German reading fluency, 

measures of German language proficiency, as well as MCA Reading scores.  The average 

English ORF score was higher than average scores in third or fourth grade (M = 160.48, 

SD = 28.30).  The German ORF score (M = 98.05, SD = 18.51) was lower than the 

English, similar to the pattern in third and fourth grades.  Similar to variables described in 

third and fourth grades, German listening comprehension was the highest score of the 

German proficiency measures (M = 9.93, SD = 0.26) and was negatively skewed.  It is 

important to note that the sample size in the fifth-grade analyses is smaller than the 

sample size of fourth- or third-grade analyses.  This sample size difference and resultant 

lack of sufficient power may explain some of the smaller correlations (Table 13).   
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Table 12.  

Descriptive statistics of relevant fifth grade variables. 

 n average SD MDN MIN MAX skew 
English WRC 42 160.48 28.30 162.00 94.00 216 -0.15 
English Accuracy 42 99.27 0.87 99.46 97.04 100 -0.99 
A1LV 42 8.86 1.87 10 3 10 -1.57 
A1HV 42 9.93 0.26 10 9 10 -3.21 
A1SK 42 8.55 1.02 8.50 7 10 0.01 
A1MK 42 8.98 0.81 9 7 10 -0.49 
German WRC 42 98.05 18.51 101 54 135 -0.54 
German Accuracy 42 0.98 0.03 0.99 0.88 1.00 -1.72 
MCA Reading 42 564.64 10.19 566 534 582 -0.64 

A1LV – German reading comprehension, A1HV – German listening comprehension, A1SK – German 
written communication, A1MK – German oral communication 
 

Table 13.  

Correlations between fifth grade variables of interest. N=42 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 EWRC 1.00         
2 E. Acc 0.20 1.00        
3 A1LV 0.20 0.11 1.00       
4 A1HV 0.40** 0.00 -0.17 1.00      
5 A1SK 0.33* 0.08 0.27 0.15 1.00     
6 A1MK 0.05 0.11 0.42** 0.11 0.31* 1.00    
7 GWRC 0.74*** 0.29 0.18 0.51*** 0.25 0.09 1.00   
8 G Acc 0.42** 0.29 0.25 0.21 0.15 0.11 0.58*** 1.00  
9 MCAR 0.51*** 0.11 0.56*** 0.03 0.55*** 0.36* 0.32* 0.34* 1.00 
* p < .05 ** p < .01  *** p < .001 
EWRC – English WRC, E. Acc – English Accuracy, A1LV – German reading comprehension, A1HV – 
German listening comprehension, A1SK – German written communication, A1MK – German oral 
communication, GWRC – German WRC, G Acc – German Accuracy, MCAR – Minnesota Comprehensive 
Assessment – Reading. 
 

English ORF is moderately correlated with MCA Reading results (r = 0.51, p < 

0.00), and German ORF and MCA Reading results have an even smaller correlation (r = 

0.32, p < 0.05).  German and English ORF are still strongly correlated (r = 0.74, p < 

0.00).  German reading comprehension is moderately correlated with MCA Reading 
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results (r = 0.56, p < 0.01).  However, German listening comprehension is not 

significantly correlated with MCA Reading results.   

The smaller sample size and weaker correlations among variables align with the 

step-wise linear regression results for the fifth grade.  The final regression model (Table 

14) explains even less variability in MCA Reading scores than the fourth-grade model 

(R2 = 0.53).  German ORF is never a significant predictor in any of the models, even 

before English ORF is added.  The addition of the significant predictor English ORF 

resulted in an R2 change of 0.12.  These results suggest that although English ORF may 

be a weak predictor of MCA Reading performance in the fifth-grade immersion setting, a 

larger sample size or different variables may be needed to explain sufficient MCA 

Reading performance variability.   

Table 7 displays the results of the cross-language analyses predicting to the 

English outcome measure (MCA Reading).  As suggested by the correlation and 

regression analyses already described, and similar to third and fourth grade results, 

English ORF in isolation is a significant predictor of MCA Reading scores (R2 = 0.27), 

although it explains far less variability in the fifth-grade results.  German ORF in 

isolation is also a significant predictor of MCA Reading scores, yet again it describes less 

overall variability than the English ORF scores and less variability than in the third and 

fourth grade results (R2 = 0.10).  When combined in a single regression model, only the 

English ORF scores were significant predictors of MCA Reading scores.  German ORF 

does not improve the amount of variability explained.   

Table 8 displays the results of the cross-language analyses predicting to the 

German outcome measure (A1LV).  None of the regression analyses yielded significant 
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predictors, nor did any of these models describe a large amount of variability in the 

German reading comprehension measure.  The smaller sample size, along with a skewed 

outcome variable with limited variability and validity evidence, suggest that these 

regression results should be interpreted with caution. 

Table 14.   

Fifth grade step-wise regression model building, predicting end of year English MCA 
reading assessment. 

  Grade 5 
Model 1 

Grade 5 
Model 2 

Grade 5 
Model 3 

Grade 5 
Model 4 

Grade 5 
Model 5 

Grade 5 
Model 6 

Intercept 565.49 
(1.71) 

564.04 
(61.66) 

538.93 
(57.77) 

495.65 
(53.00) 

526.43 
(59.11) 

532.35 
(53.37) 

Special 
Education 

-5.06 
(4.20) 

-5.05 
(4.28) 

-7.14 
(4.04) 

-5.19 
(3.63) 

-3.95 
(3.76) 

-1.18 
(3.51) 

A1HV - 0.15 
(6.20) 

-1.95 
(5.79) 

2.70 
(5.32) 

-1.42 
(6.33) 

-3.28 
(5.74) 

A1MK - - 5.15** 
(1.87) 

2.24 
(1.88) 

2.35 
(1.87) 

2.54 
(1.69) 

A1LV - - - 2.70** 
(0.81) 

2.40** 
(0.84) 

2.07* 
(0.77) 

GWRCW - - - - 0.11 
(0.09) 

-0.08 
(0.10) 

EWRCW - - - - - 0.20** 
(0.07) 

R2 0.04 0.04 0.20 0.38 0.41 0.53 
* p < .05 ** p < .01  *** p < .001 
EWRC – English WRC, A1LV – German reading comprehension, A1HV – German listening 
comprehension, A1SK – German written communication, A1MK – German oral communication, GWRC – 
German WRC. 
 
 
Diagnostic Accuracy of Reading Fluency in the Immersion Setting 

The second purpose of the present study was to evaluate the ability of German 

and English ORF to accurately identify students who are at risk in reading.  The results of 

the regression analyses previously described suggested that in general, English ORF and 

German ORF describe some of the same variability in MCA Reading scores.  Therefore, 
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English ORF was used as the sole predictor of MCA Reading scores in the following 

analyses.   

Grade 3.  Figure 3 displays the diagnostic accuracy results across grades.  The 

results of the third-grade diagnostic accuracy analysis yielded an AUC of 0.91.  When the 

analysis method balanced sensitivity and specificity, sensitivity did not meet criteria (SE 

= .79), but specificity did (SP = 0.81).  In other words, students were not over-identified, 

but some students at risk of failing the MCA Reading might have been overlooked.  The 

positive predictive power (PPV) of .79 suggests that the “at risk” category on the screener 

accurately predicts failing. The negative predictive power (NPV) of .81 suggests that the 

screener category of “not at risk” accurately predicts success on the MCA Reading.   

 

Figure 3. Diagnostic accuracy statistics of English ORF predicting MCA reading scores 
by grade. 

Grade 4.  Again, displayed on Figure 3, the diagnostic accuracy results in grade 
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four suggest that English ORF is not as accurate at predicting MCA Reading success in 

fourth grade.  The overall AUC of .87 does not quite meet the .9 standard criterion.  Both 

sensitivity (SE = .73) was below the .8 criterion, and specificity (SP = .74) was slightly 

above criterion.  This suggests that some students were over-identified.  The positive 

predictive power in particular was quite low (PPV = .38), which suggests that the “at 

risk” status on the screener does not accurately predict failure on the MCA Reading 

outcome assessment.  The “not at risk” status on the screener, however, is much more 

accurate (NPV = .92).  In other words, too many students identified as “at risk” based on 

the best possible cut-off score on English ORF went on to be successful on the MCA 

Reading assessment.  In resource allocation terms, more students would have been 

allocated support services than actually needed them. 

Grade 5.  As in third grade, the overall AUC of .91 meets the criterion.  

Sensitivity does not quite meet the .8 criterion (SE = .75), which suggests some students 

who failed the MCA Reading assessment were not identified by the English ORF “at 

risk” category.  Specificity does meet the criterion, however (SP = .82).  As in fourth 

grade, the positive predictive power is quite low (PPV = .30).  Again, this suggests that 

the “at risk” category on the screener was not accurate at predicting failure on the MCA 

Reading outcome assessment.  The “not at risk” status on the screener, similar to fourth 

grade, is more accurate (NPV = .97).  Again, in resource allocation, this suggests that 

students would have received more support services than actually were needed.   

Discussion 

The purpose of this study was twofold. First, the study sought to evaluate the 

extent to which oral reading fluency measures in English and German are predictive of 
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reading outcomes for German immersion emerging biliterates. Second, this study sought 

to evaluate the ability of German and/or English ORF to accurately identify students who 

are at risk in reading. In general, English ORF remained the best predictor of both 

German and English reading outcomes, although decreasing predictive power of English 

ORF was seen as grades increased.  The diagnostic accuracy of English ORF was 

strongest in third grade and decreased as grades increased.   

English and German ORF as Predictors of Reading Outcomes 

Theories in second-language literacy acquisition suggest cross-language 

measurement of reading skills (Bernhard, 2011). Therefore, the use of ORF in English 

and German as a measure of English and German reading across grades, as well as the 

relative utility of ORF in German as compared to ORF in English for immersion learners, 

are reviewed.   

German and English ORF as predictors of English reading.  In general, 

English ORF functioned as a predictor of English reading outcomes similarly in the 

German immersion setting as it has been shown to function in monolingual English 

settings (Reschly et al., 2009).  At grades three, four, and five, English ORF scores 

demonstrated strong to moderate correlations with MCA Reading scores. German ORF 

demonstrated weaker correlations with MCA Reading scores.  When included in 

regression analyses predicting MCA Reading performance, German ORF was a 

significant predictor variable at grades three and four, but only before English ORF was 

added to the model. English ORF proved the strongest predictor variable across grades.   

The present study investigates the use of L1 ORF (English) to predict English 

outcomes for third, fourth, and fifth graders who began English instruction in third grade.  
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Outcomes for English speakers in early, total immersion programs demonstrated an initial 

lag in English literacy.  However, the eventual English literacy performance was similar 

to that of monolingual English peers within one to two years of the start of English 

instruction (Genesee & Jared, 2008).  In the present study, we would expect students 

reading scores’ to be below expectations for monolingual English speakers in third grade 

and fourth grade and have caught up to monolingual English speaking students by about 

fifth grade.  In other words, it would be expected that English ORF would function 

similarly to how it functions for monolingual English speakers in fifth grade, but not in 

third and fourth grade.  As noted by previous researchers (Genesee & Jared, 2008), it is 

possible that the resource-rich home environment provides students included in the 

present study more English literacy exposure than other immersion students may receive. 

Predictive properties of ORF across grades.  Overall, English ORF remained a 

significant predictor across all grades.  Across grades three, four, and five there was a 

trend of decreasing correlations between English ORF and MCA Reading scores, as well 

as decreasing correlations between German ORF and MCA Reading scores.  Similarly, 

the amount of variability explained by either a full model (with German language 

proficiency variables) or a simple model (with only German and English ORF) also 

decreased across grades three, four, and five.  This pattern of decreasing explanatory 

power as grades increase mirrors the pattern seen in research on ORF with monolingual 

English speakers (Silberglitt et al., 2006), as well as the results of the synthesis in study 

one of the present project.  Results from the present study are somewhat surprising given 

that L1 reading of immersion students typically reaches parity with the reading of 

monolingual peers in fifth grade (Lindholm-Leary & Genesee, 2014).  It is also important 
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to note that in the present study, the sample of fifth grade students was small, so cross-

grade comparisons should be made with caution.  

German language proficiency as a mediator between English ORF and 

English reading.  The inclusion of German language proficiency variables in regression 

analyses at the third grade did not significantly improve the overall variability explained.  

Furthermore, German oral communication and listening comprehension were not 

significant predictors of MCA scores in the third-grade regression analyses.  Of the 

German language variables, only German reading comprehension was a significant 

predictor of MCA Reading scores in regression analyses with third grade students’ 

scores. The results of the regression models conducted with fifth grade students’ scores 

suggested, similar to third grade results, that German reading comprehension and English 

ORF were significant predictors of MCA reading scores.  No other German language 

proficiency variables were significant predictors of MCA scores. It is possible that the 

psychometric properties of the German language proficiency assessment were 

insufficient to be accurate measures of language proficiency for the present study. 

As with the results in third grade, fourth grade German reading comprehension 

was a significant predictor of MCA Reading scores in regression analyses.  However, the 

results of the regression models conducted with fourth grade students’ scores suggested 

that listening comprehension was an important predictor of MCA scores, even after 

German reading comprehension, German ORF, and English ORF were added to the 

model.  In the German immersion school, students in fourth grade still receive all core 

content in German, except for one English class.  In fifth grade, students begin receiving 

core instruction like Math in English.  In other words, fourth grade demands the greatest 
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amount of time listening in German.  This might explain why German listening 

comprehension is a significant predictor only in the fourth grade regression model results. 

Previous research (Bialystok, 2007) suggests that some skills that may be part of 

reading comprehension, such as metalinguistic awareness, may transfer across languages.  

This transfer of skills might explain the moderate correlations between MCA Reading 

scores and the presence of German reading comprehension as a significant predictor in 

regression models across grades three, four, and five.  In other words, some of the skills 

that students use to be successful on the MCA Reading assessment and some of the skills 

that students use to be successful on the measure of German reading comprehension may 

be the same across languages.  From the present results, it isn’t clear whether it is 

metalinguistic awareness, comprehension strategies, or some other underlying skill or 

ability that explains the correlation between reading measures across languages. 

Relative explanatory power of German ORF as compared to English ORF.  

For analyses across grades three, four, and five, German ORF did not predict variability 

in MCA Reading scores after English ORF had been added to the model.  This suggests 

that for students in the German immersion environment, German ORF predicts English 

outcomes only via a possible mediator of English ORF.  This is similar to the pattern 

found in previous research with ELLs in a dual-language environment (Baker, Park, & 

Baker, 2012): ORF scores function as predictors of reading outcomes within languages 

best.  Previous research suggests that word-level or decoding skills may transfer more 

readily across languages (Comeau et al., 1999; Lee & Schallert, 1997; Verhoeven, 1994); 

it is possible that relationships between ORF scores and reading outcome measures across 

languages are better described by language proficiency or vocabulary in the second 
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language.   

Dissimilar to previous research results is English ORF’s relationship with the 

German reading comprehension measure.  In isolation, both German and English ORF 

were significant predictors of German reading comprehension scores at third and fourth 

grade.  However, once German ORF was added to the model in addition to English ORF, 

both predictors were non-significant.  This suggests that rather than a mediation 

relationship, German ORF and English ORF describe the same variability in the German 

reading comprehension outcome.  These dissimilar results may be a result of a different 

population of student receiving a different type of instruction.  Previous research was 

conducted with Spanish-speaking ELLs in the US, learning a majority language. The 

present research was conducted with English-speaking German language learners in the 

US, learning a foreign language.  Differences in language exposure and type of 

instruction may also be related to differences in vocabulary and language proficiency.  

Finally, it is important to note that the relatively low variability in the German 

comprehension outcome variable limit the strength of conclusions that can be made about 

the relationship between German ORF, English ORF, and German reading 

comprehension for the immersion learners.   

The Accuracy of ORF as a Screener in the German Immersion Setting 

This study sought to evaluate the ability of German and/or English ORF to 

accurately identify students who are at risk in reading.  Specifically, how accurately can 

either German ORF, English ORF, or a combination of the two predict which students 

will not meet proficiency on the MCA?   
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The strongest predictor of MCA proficiency was English ORF. Therefore, English 

ORF was the only predictor used in diagnostic accuracy analyses.  The overall AUC in 

each grade was quite high, although fourth grade AUC did not meet criterion.  Third 

grade results suggested that English ORF is an acceptably accurate screening tool, with 

most coefficients meeting or close to meeting criteria.  Fourth and fifth grade results 

suggested that a score of “at risk” on the English ORF screener may not mean a student is 

truly at risk.  This could result in allocation of more resources than is necessary to ensure 

all students pass the MCA Reading assessment. 

Previous research would suggest that for emerging biliterates, cut scores may 

need to be adjusted locally to be more accurate (cf. Hosp, Hosp, & Dole).  The research 

on ORF cut scores would align with research (Lindholm-Leary & Genesee, 2014) that 

suggests that immersion students’ reading skills may have a different trajectory than the 

reading skills of monolingual English students. In the present study, cut scores derived 

from diagnostic accuracy analyses were lower than publisher provided cut scores.  At 

third grade, the cut score provided by analysis was 112, whereas the benchmark under 

which students are considered at “some risk” in the FastBridge system was 116.  The cut 

score at the fourth grade provided by analysis was 128, whereas the publisher-provided 

cut score was 136. Finally, the fifth grade cut score provided by analysis was 138, and the 

publisher provided score was 151.  These results provide support for the recommendation 

of local norms and benchmarks in dual-language environments.   

Limitations 

As with other research on emerging biliterates, the specific dual-language setting 

is an important variable to consider.  The generalizability of the present results is limited 
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by the type of language spoken, the type of language instruction provided, as well as by 

the largely homogeneous student population at the school.   

The outcome measures used in the present study are also a limitation.  State 

accountability assessments like the MCA Reading assessment measure several variables 

related to reading, including comprehension and vocabulary.  Furthermore, the German 

language proficiency measures in the present study are not as psychometrically sound as 

other language proficiency measures might be.  Also, the lack of variability in the 

German reading comprehension scores limited the analysis possible with the present 

dataset.  The German reading comprehension variable was not usable as a dependent 

variable in a regression analysis with multiple predictors.   

The German ORF measures were developed for the present German immersion 

school setting. These measures were developed to mirror the development of the English 

ORF measures, in that the content was primarily narrative.  The narrative stories likely 

required conversational language proficiency in German, rather than academic language 

proficiency in German.  Because German is the language of instruction, students may be 

using academic German more than they might use conversational German (Fortune, 

2001).  Therefore, it would be worthwhile in future studies to validate different types of 

passages similar to the work that has been done in English ORF validation studies. 

Finally, base rates are important to consider as part of diagnostic accuracy 

analyses.  In the present study, 52% of third grade students, 82% of fourth grade students, 

and 92% of fifth grade students were proficient on the MCA Reading assessment.  The 

decreasing positive predictive power across grades three through five could be a result of 
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differences in base rate, rather than differences in the utility of ORF as a reading 

screening tool. 

Future Directions 

To date, research in language immersion students’ reading skills has focused 

largely on describing the variables relevant to reading outcomes in the immersion setting 

(cf. Comeau et al., 1999).  However, there remain relatively few screening tools that are 

validated for the immersion environment (Fortune, with Menke, 2010; Genesee & 

Fortune, 2014).  Therefore, future work should focus on building validity evidence for 

reading screening tools.   

Results of the present study suggest that local variables, such as the amount of 

time spent in different languages of instruction, could influence the functioning of ORF 

as a reading screener.  Therefore, future work should include local variables in the 

analysis.  These variables include time in instruction in either language, content of 

instruction, language background of students in the school, and the relationship between 

first and second languages spoken.  

Furthermore, the results of the present study suggest that local norms may be 

important to develop when validating reading screening tools in immersion 

environments.  Future research could systematically investigate the functioning of ORF 

in a variety of immersion settings and build methods for local immersion or dual-

language schools to easily create their own norms for screening tools. 

Conclusion 

To ensure early support and intervention, screening for reading difficulties should 

occur for every student.  However, little is known about the functioning of commonly 
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used reading screening tools in immersion environments.  The present study suggests that 

for students in an early total foreign language immersion environment, ORF may be a 

reasonable tool to identify students at risk for not passing the state accountability 

assessment. 
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CHAPTER 4: General Discussion 

There are increasingly diverse populations of emerging biliterates in our schools.  

Despite the politicization of English Language Learners and dual-language programs 

(Christian, 2011), we must continue to build empirical evidence about the education of 

emerging biliterates in order to ensure equitable educational opportunities for all students.  

One type of needed empirical evidence is related to the use of screening tools to identify 

students at risk of poor learning outcomes.   

The present project sought to build evidence about the use of ORF as a reading 

screening tool with emerging biliterates.  First, through study one, the project synthesized 

available empirical evidence about the functioning of ORF as a measure of reading, and 

the accuracy of ORF in the identification of emerging biliterates at risk for poor reading 

outcomes.  Results suggested that whereas correlations between ORF and reading 

outcomes were moderate to strong, diagnostic accuracy generally did not meet criteria.  

Next, through study two, the project conducted a small study in an immersion 

environment to build evidence related to the use of ORF within the increasing number of 

immersion schools in the US.  Results to study two suggested that for third, fourth, and 

fifth graders in an early total foreign immersion program, ORF in students’ first language 

may be a good and reasonably accurate predictor of L1 reading outcomes.   

Emerging Biliterates as a Heterogeneous Population 

To continue to build empirical evidence about the use of ORF as a screening tool 

with emerging biliterates, researchers must recognize that emerging biliterates are not a 

homogeneous population.  Type of instruction (dual language, English-only support, 

etc.), language of instruction, first and second (and other) language, and relative language 
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proficiency are facets that describe different groups within the category of emerging 

biliterates.   

In study one, the synthesized studies included were primarily conducted with 

ELLs in the United States.  However, many studies failed to describe the type of 

instruction received by participants.  Results from multiple longitudinal studies suggest 

that the language and type of instruction received can impact language proficiency and 

reading proficiency outcomes for students learning to read in more than one language 

(Lindholm-Leary & Genesee, 2014; Umansky, Valentino, & Reardon, 2016).  Indeed, 

results of study two of the present project, conducted in an immersion setting, found 

results that differed from similar studies with ELLs in dual-language programming 

(Baker, Park, Baker, 2012).  This suggests that future empirical studies must thoroughly 

describe the type of instructional programming provided to emerging biliterates. 

Similarly, many studies synthesized in study one failed to sufficiently describe the 

language background of participants.  Several of these studies collapsed students with a 

variety of first languages into one “ELL” group.  Biliteracy evidence and theory both 

suggest that the similarity between languages may change the functioning of cross-

language compensatory processes that occur when reading in a second language (Koda, 

2008).  In fact, many of the studies that were excluded from the synthesis in study one 

used the demographic flag of “ELL” as a control variable in larger analyses about the 

functioning of ORF as a screening tool.  Results of study two, conducted with English-

language speakers in the US learning German, are necessarily limited in generalizability 

to majority language speakers in early total immersion programs.  The generalizability 
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may even be limited to majority language speakers in early total immersion programs, 

wherein the target language is orthographically shallow and similar to the first language.   

Emerging Biliterates and Reading Theory 

Results of the synthesis in study one suggest that the relationship between ORF 

and reading outcomes may be influenced by other variables, such as language 

proficiency, vocabulary, and oral language proficiency in the second language.  Study 

two empirical results found that reading comprehension across languages, as well as 

listening comprehension in L2, may be important variables to consider when 

investigating the relationship between ORF and reading outcomes.  Biliteracy theories 

would support these conclusions; variability in second-language reading comprehension 

is likely related to literacy in the first language as well as language knowledge (including 

vocabulary and oral language).  Taken together, this suggests that the conclusion that 

ORF functions similarly for ELLs as it does for monolingual English-speaking students is 

premature.   

It is also important to note that much of the research conducted about the reading 

comprehension of biliterates has been conducted with adults (Bernhardt, 2011).  

Although evidence has been gathered across different levels of second-language 

proficiency, this work may not generalize to young emerging biliterates.  Just as reading 

theory developed based on monolingual English readers may not completely apply to 

biliteracy theory (Bernhardt, 2005), application of adult biliteracy models cannot be 

applied to young emerging biliterates (Bilaystok, 2007).  Young students who are 

simultaneously learning a language and learning to read represent a different population 

than adults who have mastered literacy skills in at least one language before attempting 
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them in another (Paradis, Genesee, & Crago, 2011).  Therefore, continued research about 

young emerging biliterates’ reading comprehension would address a gap in the present 

literature. 

Emerging Biliterates in Schools Now 

Despite the relatively small amount of empirical evidence to support the use of 

ORF as a screening tool with emerging biliterates, millions of emerging biliterates are in 

schools in the United States today and should be screened.  Therefore, it is necessary to 

provide the best possible practical solutions, while considering the limitations of the 

available empirical evidence. 

First, reading screening tools should be validated locally whenever possible.  As 

with other educational innovations or instruction, new assessment methods should be 

treated as hypotheses in an experiment.  The use of ORF as a reading screening tool 

should be considered a new, un-validated method.  Therefore, schools and districts with 

specific populations of students should investigate the functioning of ORF for their 

students.  For example, a school with a large number of ELLs could investigate whether 

the “at-risk” category on a published ORF measure accurately predicts not passing a state 

accountability measure.  This is a relatively straightforward table of correct vs. incorrect 

classification, and it does not require sophisticated statistical methods or knowledge.  

This table could be created separately for ELLs with different language backgrounds, 

levels of language proficiency, and receiving different types of language instruction.  

Over time, it may become clear whether ORF is functioning as an accurate reading 

screening tool or not. 
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Next, should accurate screening not be achieved with ORF alone, multiple-gate 

procedures might be applied.  In this procedure, ORF could be administered to the 

population of emerging biliterates first.  All students who may possibly be at risk could 

then be given a second measure, such as vocabulary or oral language.  As with ORF 

alone, this could be tested with simple tables of accurate identification of students.   

Finally, it is important that schools continue to evaluate whether instruction and 

educational programs are effective for their emerging biliterates.  For example, 

longitudinal analysis of outcomes in language proficiency and reading would be helpful 

to understand the benefits of certain types of dual-language programs over others (cf. 

Umansky, Vellutino, & Reardon, 2016).  Again, educational programming for emerging 

biliterates, even mandated English-only programming, should be regularly and 

thoughtfully evaluated. 

Conclusion 

The present study sought to provide necessary evidence about the use of ORF as a 

screening tool with emerging biliterates.  ORF in L1 appears to function well for majority 

language speakers learning a foreign language in an early total immersion environment.  

However, despite claims about the utility of ORF for ELLs (Sandberg & Reschly, 2011), 

ORF in English for ELLs does not appear to accurately identify students at risk for poor 

reading outcomes.  Further research is needed to learn more about the variables related to 

ORF functioning for ELLs, as well as develop methods to improve the accuracy of ORF 

as a screening tool for ELLs.  Based on the results of the present project, educators 

should treat ORF as a screening tool with emerging biliterates as a novel educational 

practice that still requires validation.  
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